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The Indian Emperor 
The copious front matter of this volume is not without inter-

est. The dedication gives us a glimpse of Dryden’s cordial 

but formal relation to the court, while the note on the con-

nection of this play to The Indian Queen and the “Defense of 

Our Essay” combine biographical interest with literary 

depth.  

 Dryden assisted his brother-in-law Sir Robert Howard in 

writing The Indian Queen. This play was a great commercial 

success, which we may assume Howard was not particularly 

keen to share with Dryden. The latter was no doubt content 

to be an uncredited partner in the enterprise—until it was a 

sensation—then, though he was careful to claim his share in 

The Indian Queen in his prefatory note here, Dryden decided 

he could fly higher unaccompanied. 

 Howard, in the preface to his next play, sniped at Dry-

den’s aesthetics, as expressed in Dryden’s An Essay of Dra-

matic Poésie. The implication was that Howard, not Dryden, 

was the genius behind The Indian Queen. Dryden replied in 

the Defense, which prefaces the present play—a model of 

gentlemanly reproof, so subtly constructed that a reconcilia-

tion followed. The real reply was of course The Indian Emper-

or, which established Dryden as the master of the Restora-

tion stage. 

 Walter Scott’s Introduction, from his edition of Dryden’s 

works, is of course beautifully written, and offers insight in-

to how Dryden was appreciated in the early nineteenth cen-

tury. 

 

As for the play itself, the nature of seventeenth-century Eng-

lish Heroic Drama is sufficiently outlined in Scott’s Introduc-

tion, and it remains to me only to point out some of the 

play’s particular beauties and points of interest. 
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 The play begins with a picture of humanity in a state of 

nature (represented by the Native Americans), a theme 

which was already broached in Shakespeare’s Tempest. The 

question of colonialism is irrelevant here. This is a fable 

about the nature of human society, from which scriptural re-

ligion emerges the worse. The questions of religion are poet-

ically exacerbated by a scene of gods and ghosts, in which 

the power of Dryden’s poetry is all the special effects needed 

to compel belief. 

 It is not only their idealized religion that makes the fanta-

sy Native Americans engaging. Their marvel at the ships, 

guns, horses, armor and customs of the Spaniards offers a 

surprising, poetic and satiric image of Dryden’s modern 

world.  

 The plot is animated by unsurpassable gallantry. Cortez 

is a perfect knight, while Cydaris is a well and plausibly 

drawn barbarian woman, loving with sometimes irrational 

passion. The remaining principal characters, all moved by 

love or jealousy, interweave in frantic complications. The 

suitors make their cases as though they were lawsuits. The 

drama, which has no lack of exciting events and alterations 

of fortune, is argued as much as it is acted, imparting to it 

the continuous formal tension of a game of bridge.  

 What all this reasoning means is we are on the brink of 

the Age of Reason. In the final act Montezuma, tortured by 

Catholic priests, declares a tolerant Deism one would hardly 

have expected before 1800. This is an interesting witness to 

the depth of Dryden’s religious considerings, which would 

end in his conversion to Catholicism. 

 The Indian Emperor is a fantasy of first contact with the 

New World that entails a satire of the Old—an essay on po-

litical science and religious tolerance in melodramatic 
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form—a heroic soap opera of passions and catastrophes—

and the whole shot through with poetic gold. 

 

Dryden 
John Dryden (1631–1700), poet, playwright and translator, 

was born in Aldwinkle, Northamptonshire, to a large family 

of landowning gentry. He was sent to Westminster School, 

where he received a thorough grounding in the classics. He 

took his BA at Trinity College, Cambridge. 

 The rule of the Puritans closed the theaters for nearly 

twenty years. After they were reopened by Charles II in 

1660, Dryden began writing plays, and this became his prin-

cipal source of income. He distinguished himself with spar-

kling and somewhat libertine comedies, featuring strong fe-

male leads, which greatly appealed to the king, as they 

would later to the king’s mistress, the actress Nell Gwynn.  

 He also inaugurated and perfected English “heroic” 

plays. These were animated by exalted conceptions of love 

and honor, and usually entailed extravagant costumes, exot-

ic settings, drums, trumpets and derring-do. 

 Dryden’s drama reached its apogee in the 70s, when he 

wrote his best-remembered plays, the 1672 comedy Marriage 

A-la-Mode and the 1677 tragedy All for Love. 

 Poetry had always been Dryden’s passion. He made a 

name for himself as a poet in 1667 when he published Annus 

Mirabilis, a brilliant historical poem which described the 

English defeat of the Dutch naval fleet, and the 1666 Great 

Fire of London. Then, for more than a decade he devoted his 

best energies to the theater. In 1681, he again showed himself 

to be England’s most formidable living poet with Absalom 

and Achitophel. A political satire set in Old Testament times, 

this work offered a febrile and devious defense of absolute 

monarchy, pitiless caricatures of the king’s principal parlia-
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mentary opponents, and a scathing account of Titus Oates 

and his Popish Plot.  

 In 1682 Dryden published The Medal, a further point-

blank broadside into the ranks of the king’s political oppo-

nents. In the same year he gave to the printer Mac Flecknoe, a 

memorably contemptuous lampoon of the playwright 

Thomas Shadwell. In the annals of English invective, Dryden 

towers over his rivals with the terrible serenity of an Aztec 

deity. 

 With the coronation of James II, a Catholic, Dryden 

found the Church. His thoroughgoing and uncritical identi-

fication with Stuart rule cost him patronage when the 1688 

Glorious Revolution ushered in the reign of William and 

Mary. Public taste followed that of the court, and Dryden’s 

plays now met with indifferent success. In the final decade 

of the century Dryden turned his hand to translation, of 

which the most notable product was his 1697 Works of Virgil. 

Dryden’s Aeneid remains unsurpassed by all its English lan-

guage successors.  

 Dryden was the greatest English poet between the time of 

Milton and that of Pope. Like Pope, he fell out of favor with 

the rise of Romanticism. His elegant, measured neo-classical 

creations were regarded as artificial, trivial and immoral. 

Nor did the twentieth century, with its drive for authenticity 

at any price, have much use for him.  

 The twenty-first century, still exhausted by the rigors of 

modernity, may find much to admire in Dryden. His heroic 

dramas with their exotic landscapes gratify our taste for fan-

tasy and escape. His zero-gravity wit and ever-present sense 

of measure may serve as an antidote in a time when people 

earnestly believe that all their feelings must be shared in de-

tail, regardless of anyone else’s. Even Dryden’s anger offers a 

tonic for our times. His sharpest remarks cut, but do not tear. 
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He skewers, but never hacks. His wars are formal and man-

nerly as a game of chess. 

 

The Text 
The text used here is based on that in The Works of John Dry-

den published by the University of California Press. Spelling 

and punctuation have been modernized and rationalized in 

the manner that is standard for annotated Shakespeare texts 

used in college courses.  

  

Other Editions 
The mission of the Kraken Dryden is to provide inexpensive, 

fully annotated, helpful and welcoming editions of Dryden’s 

plays and poetry. Such do not at present exist. In the follow-

ing survey I may seem to describe uncharitably the available 

options. I am not motivated by ill will towards the admirable 

scholars who have produced the works listed, which I have 

myself consulted with profit. My first duty, however, is to 

the student, who must choose carefully how to apportion 

limited funds, the student who comes to Dryden, not in pos-

session of wide literary culture, but in order to gain it. 

 

The Plays 
There are no editions of Dryden’s plays that fully explain ar-

chaic language, slang, historical references, and also all the 

perplexing syntax employed by Dryden, who wrote in Eng-

lish but often thought in Latin.  

 The only annotated editions of Dryden’s complete dra-

matic works are the aforementioned University of California 

Press edition, which sells for an indefensible $100 a volume, 

and the 1931 Montage Summers Dryden, The Dramatic Works, 

out of print for nearly a century. These editions, while essen-

tial for the specialist, will be for the most part irrelevant to 
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one who reads for pleasure. They also, for all their pains tak-

en, leave much unexplained, so one must hoist to desk-top 

one’s own two ponderous volumes of the Oxford English Dic-

tionary and peer through a magnifier. Even then, unless one 

has a background in Latin, one will sometimes be at a loss to 

see how the words all go together. 

 The most famous of the plays, Marriage à la Mode and All 

for Love, are frequently found in anthologies of Restoration 

drama, and can be had in the reasonably priced Norton New 

Mermaids series, with annotations that are unfortunately far 

from adequate. 

 Walter Scott edited a complete works of Dryden, with 

sparse, perfunctory notes for the plays. Though his notes on 

the poetry are copious and entertaining, they tend to miss 

the point, or circumnavigate it. The Scott Dryden is available 

without charge on the internet, and has been appropriated 

by various unscrupulous reprinters.  

 

The Poems 
As regards Dryden’s poetry, the same difficulty obtains. 

Though the California Works remains the indispensable 

standard, it is a reference work, not a convenient annotated 

reading edition. Routledge/Longman’s has published Dry-

den’s complete poems in five volumes, at a staggering $256 

per volume. A premier academic publisher, Routledge has 

decided its mission is not to educate or inform but to rob li-

braries, who can and must purchase these. They also offer a 

selected Dryden, asking a reasonable $56 for the 588 pages, 

but the reader may be disappointed by the content. In terms 

of editing, and apparatus to contextualize the poems, it is 

beyond compare, but it does not always condescend to pro-

vide the basic glosses a student will need, and when it does, 

these must be winnowed from mounds of scholarship irrele-
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vant to the nonspecialist. The Penguin Selected Poems pro-

vides little annotation, and that tucked inconveniently into 

endnotes. 
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John Dryden’s  

1665  
 

The Indian Emperor 

or 

The Conquest of Mexico by the Spaniards 
being the sequel of The Indian Queen 

 
Dum relego scripsisse pudet, quia plurima cerno 

Me quoque, qui feci, judice, digna lini.1 

 

 
1 digna lini “It embarrasses even me, the author, to read what I wrote. 

For most of it, I should have hit delete, not print.” Ovid, Ex Ponto, 

1:5:15-16, loosely translated. 
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To the  
Most Excellent and Most Illustrious Princess  

ANNE,2  
Duchess of Monmouth and Buccleugh,  

Wife to the Most Illustrious and High-born Prince 

James, Duke of Monmouth 
 

May it please Your Grace, 

 

The favor which heroic plays have lately found upon our 

theaters, has been wholly derived to them from the counte-

nance and approbation they have received at court. The most 

eminent persons for wit and honor in the royal circle having 

so far owned3 them, that they have judged no way so fit as 

verse to entertain a noble audience, or to express a noble 

passion, and among the rest which have been written in this 

kind, they have been so indulgent to this poem4 as to allow it 

no inconsiderable place. Since, therefore, to the court I owe 

its fortune on the stage, so, being now more publicly ex-

posed in print, I humbly recommend it to Your Grace’s pro-

tection, who by all knowing persons are esteemed a princi-

pal ornament of the court.  

 But though the rank which you hold in the royal family 

might direct the eyes of a poet to you, yet your beauty and 

goodness only could5 detain and fix them. High objects, it is 

 
2 Anne Anne Scott, married to Charles II’s illegitimate son, James, 

Duke of Monmouth.  

3 owned given recognition to, acknowledged. 

4 this poem play composed in verse. 

5 only could were by themselves sufficient to.  
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true, attract the sight, but it looks up with pain on craggy 

rocks and barren mountains, and continues not intent on any 

object, which is wanting in shades and greens to entertain it.  

 Beauty, in courts, is so necessary to the young, that those, 

who are without it seem to be there to no other purpose than 

to wait on the triumphs of the fair, to attend their motions in 

obscurity, as the moon and stars do the sun by day, or, at 

best, to be the refuge of those hearts which others have des-

pised, and, by the unworthiness of both, to give and take a 

miserable comfort.6  

 But as needful as beauty is, virtue and honor are yet 

more. The reign of it7 without their support is unsafe and 

short, like that of tyrants. Every sun which looks on beauty 

wastes it,8 and, when it once is decaying, the repairs of art 

are of as short continuance, as the after-spring,9 when the 

sun is going further off.  

 This, madam, is its ordinary fate. But yours,10 which is 

accompanied by virtue, is not subject to that common desti-

ny. Your Grace has not only a long time of youth in which to 

flourish, but you have likewise found the way, by an un-

 
6 a miserable comfort because the fair do not always deserve 

admiration, and those who are scorned do not always deserve 

rejection (“by the unworthiness of both”), it can happen that an 

unattractive person may serve as a confidant to a spurned attractive 

person, providing sympathy to the unhappy fair one, and noting 

with hidden satisfaction (“give and take a miserable comfort”) that 

even the attractive may be rejected. 

7 of it of beauty, that is, the social dominance of attractive persons. 

8 wastes it Time (“every sun”) causes it to waste away.  

9  after-spring what we now call “Indian summer,” a period of 

unseasonably warm and dry weather which sometimes occurs in 

autumn. 

10 But yours your beauty. 
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tainted preservation of your honor, to make that perishable 

good more lasting.  

 And if beauty, like wines, could be preserved, by being 

mixed and embodied with others of their own nature, then 

Your Grace’s would be immortal, since no part of Europe can 

afford a parallel to your noble lord in masculine beauty, and 

in goodliness of shape.  

 To receive the blessings and prayers of mankind, you 

need only to be seen together. We are ready to conclude, that 

you are a pair of angels sent below to make virtue amiable in 

your persons, or to sit to poets11 when they would pleasantly 

instruct the age, by drawing goodness in the most perfect 

and alluring shape of nature. But though beauty be the 

theme on which poets love to dwell, I must be forced to quit 

it as a private praise,12 since you have deserved those which 

are more public. For goodness and humanity, which shine in 

you, are virtues which concern mankind, and, by a certain 

kind of interest, all people agree in their commendation, be-

cause the profit of them may extend to many. ’Tis so much 

your inclination to do good, that you stay not to be asked, 

which is an approach so nigh the Deity, that human nature is 

not capable of a nearer.  

 ’Tis my happiness, that I can testify this virtue of Your 

Grace’s by my own experience, since I have so great an aver-

sion from soliciting court favors, that I am ready to look on 

those as very bold,13 who dare grow rich there without de-

sert. But I beg Your Grace’s pardon for assuming this virtue 

 
11 to sit to poets to provide models for poetic descriptions. 

12 quit it as a private praise pass on from personal compliments. 

13 I can testify . . . as very bold Dryden can testify to Anne’s goodness, 

since (he explains) it was shown to him (it “enriched” him), though 

he was much too uncertain of his own merits to have ever asked for 

it. 
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of modesty to myself, which the sequel of this discourse will 

no way justify.  

 For in this address I have already quitted the character of 

a modest man, by presenting you this poem as an acknowl-

edgment, which stands in need of your protection, and 

which ought no more to be esteemed a present, than it is ac-

counted bounty in the poor, when they bestow a child on 

some wealthy friend, who will better breed it up. Offsprings 

of this nature are like to be so numerous with me, that I must 

be forced to send some of them abroad. Only this is like to be 

more fortunate than his brothers, because I have landed him 

on a hospitable shore. 

 Under your patronage Montezuma hopes he is more safe 

than in his native Indies, and therefore comes to throw him-

self at Your Grace’s feet, paying that homage to your beauty 

which he refused to the violence of his conquerors. He begs 

only that when he shall relate his sufferings, you will con-

sider he is an Indian Prince, and not expect any other elo-

quence from his simplicity than that which his griefs have 

furnished.  

 His story is, perhaps, the greatest which was ever repre-

sented in a poem of this nature, the action of it including the 

discovery and conquest of a new world. In it I have neither 

wholly followed the truth of the history, nor altogether left it, 

but have taken all the liberty of a poet to add, alter, or dimin-

ish, as I thought might best conduce to the beautifying of my 

work, it being not the business of a poet to represent histori-

cal truth, but probability. But I am not to make the justifica-

tion of this poem, which I wholly leave to your grace’s mer-

cy. ’Tis an irregular piece, if compared with many of Cor-

neille’s,14 and, if I may make a judgment of it, written with 

 
14 Corneille the great French dramatist, contemporary with Dryden. 
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more flame than art, in which it represents the mind and in-

tentions of the author, who is with much more zeal and in-

tegrity, than design and artifice, 

 

Madam, 

Your Grace’s most obedient, 

and most obliged servant, 

John Dryden. 

 

October the 12th, 1667. 
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Connection of The Indian Emperor  

to The Indian Queen 
 

The conclusion of The Indian Queen (part of which poem was 

writ by me) left little matter for another story to be built on, 

there remaining but two of the considerable characters alive, 

(viz.)15 Montezuma and Orazia. Thereupon the author of this 

thought it necessary to produce new persons from the old 

ones, and considering the late Indian Queen, before she 

loved Montezuma, lived in clandestine marriage with her 

general Traxalla, he has raised from them a son and two 

daughters, supposed to be left young orphans at their death. 

On the other side, he has given to Montezuma and Orazia, 

two sons and a daughter, all now supposed to be grown up 

to men’s and women’s estate, and their mother, Orazia (for 

whom there was no further use in the story) lately dead. 

 So that you are to imagine about twenty years elapsed 

since the coronation of Montezuma who, in the truth of the 

history, was a great and glorious prince, in whose time hap-

pened the discovery and invasion of Mexico by the Span-

iards under the conduct of Hernando Cortez who, joining 

with the Traxallan Indians, the inveterate enemies of Monte-

zuma, wholly subverted that flourishing empire, the con-

quest of which is the subject of this dramatic poem. 

 I have neither wholly followed the story, nor varied from 

it, and, as near as I could, have traced the native simplicity 

and ignorance of the Indians, in relation to European cus-

toms, the shipping, armor, horses, swords, and guns of the 

Spaniards, being as new to them, as their habits and their 

language were to the Christians. 

 
15 viz. Latin, videlicet “that is to say,” “namely.” 
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 The difference of their religion from ours, I have taken 

from the story itself; and that which you find of it in the first 

and fifth acts, touching the sufferings and constancy of Mon-

tezuma in his opinions, I have only illustrated, not altered, 

from those who have written of it. 
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A Defense of An Essay of Dramatic Poésie16  

being the answer to the preface of  

The Great Favorite, or the Duke of Lerma17 

 
The former edition of The Indian Emperor being full of faults, 

which had escaped the printer, I have been willing to over-

look this second with more care, and though I could not al-

low myself so much time as was necessary, yet by that little I 

have done, the press is freed from some gross errors which it 

had to answer for before. As for the more material faults of 

writing, which are properly mine, though I see many of 

them, I want leisure to amend them. ’Tis enough for those 

who make one poem the business of their lives to leave that 

correct, yet, excepting Virgil, I never met with any which 

was so in any language. 

 But while I was thus employed about this impression, 

there came to my hands a new printed play, called, The Great 

Favorite, or, The Duke of Lerma, the author of which, a noble 

and most ingenious person, has done me the favor to make 

 
16 Poésie (Fr.) poetry. Dryden consistently uses the French word. A 

deference to French aesthetics was integral to the Restoration. 

17  the Duke of Lerma. In 1664 Dryden co-wrote the play The Indian 

 Queen with his brother-in-law Sir Robert Howard. The play was 

 great success, which Dryden followed up with the equally successful 

 Indian Emperor.  
  A literary squabble ensued between the two authors, fought 

 from preface to preface. The points at issue here, particularly 

 whether different locations and times may be effectively represented 

 onstage in a single play, may seem a sterile topic to us, whose sense 

 of theater is derived from film. But if one imagines a classical or re-

 naissance stage, where scenery is minimal and shifts of time and 

 place must be announced by a narrator, it will be appreciated that 

 the questions are not academic. 
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some observations and animadversions upon my Dramatic 

Essay. I must confess he might have better consulted his 

reputation, than by matching himself with so weak an ad-

versary. But if his honor be diminished in the choice of his 

antagonist, it is sufficiently recompensed in the election of 

his cause, which being the weaker in all appearance, as com-

bating the received opinions of the best ancient and modern 

authors, will add to his glory if he overcome, and to the 

opinion of his generosity, if he be vanquished, since he en-

gages at so great odds, and so, like a cavalier,18 undertakes 

the protection of the weaker party. I have only to fear, on my 

own behalf, that so good a cause as mine may not suffer19 by 

my ill management or weak defense. Yet I cannot in honor 

but take the glove20 when it is offered me, though I am only a 

champion by succession,21 and no more able to defend the 

right of Aristotle and Horace,22 than an infant Dimock23 to 

maintain the title of a king. 

 For my own concernment in the controversy, it is so small 

that I can easily be contented to be driven from a few notions 

of dramatic poésie, especially by one who has the reputation 

 
18 like a cavalier like a knight. 

19 that  . . . may not suffer the syntax is Latin, the meaning is, “I need 

only fear lest so good a cause may suffer . . . ”  

20 take the glove accept the offered combat. 

21 by succession Dryden has inherited the position he defends from his 

illustrious predecessors. 

22 Aristotle and Horace the theory of the dramatic unities discussed 

below was given classic expression by Aristotle and maintained by 

Horace. 

23 Dimock since the accession of Richard II, the Lincolnshire family of 

Dimock have had, at coronations, the honor of ritually maintaining 

the king’s title against any who might challenge it.  
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of understanding all things,24 and I might justly make that 

excuse for my yielding to him, which the philosopher made 

to the emperor.25 Why should I offer to contend with him, 

who is master of more than twenty legions of arts and sci-

ences? But I am forced to fight, and therefore it will be no 

shame to be overcome.  

 Yet I am so much his servant26 as not to meddle with any-

thing which does not concern me in his preface, therefore I 

leave the good sense and other excellencies of the first twen-

ty lines to be considered by the critics. As for the play of The 

Duke of Lerma, having so much altered and beautified it as he 

has done, it can justly belong to none but him. Indeed they 

must be extremely ignorant, as well as envious, who would 

 
24 all things Howard was well known for his pretensions to universal 

knowledge. In his diary, Pepys (16 Feb. 1685) describes him as “a 

gentleman pretending to all manner of arts and sciences . . . not ill-

natured, but insufferably boasting.” Shadwell made Howard the 

model for Sir Positive At-All in his 1668 comedy The Sullen Lovers, 

characterizing him as “a foolish knight, that pretends to understand 

everything in the world, and will suffer no man to understand 

anything in his company, so foolishly positive, that he will never be 

convinced of an error, though never so gross.” 

25 In the “Life of Hadrian” found in the Historia Augusta, we have this 

account, “And although he (the emperor Hadrian) had a certain skill 

at prose and verse, and indeed was accomplished in all the arts, he 

presumed to ridicule, scorn, and humiliate the experts, imagining he 

knew better than them all. He often debated with them by means of 

pamphlets or poems, to which they would reply in kind. Once it fell 

out that the philosopher Favorinus yielded to Hadrian about the 

meaning of a word, for which his friends teased him. Favorinus 

could easily have cited eminent authors who had used the word 

exactly as he had. The philosopher replied: ‘Can you really suppose I 

failed to understand what was meant when I deferred to the learning 

of a man who commands thirty legions?’ ” 

26 servant (figurative): his friend. 
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rob him of that honor, for you see him putting in his claim to 

it, even in the first two lines: 

 
Repulse upon repulse, like waves thrown back, 
That slide to hang upon obdurate rocks.27 

 

After this, let detraction do its worst, for if this be not his, it 

deserves to be. For my part, I declare for distributive jus-

tice,28 and from this, and what follows, he certainly deserves 

“those advantages, which he acknowledges to have received 

from the opinion of sober men.” 

 In the next place, I must beg leave to observe his great 

address29 in courting the reader to his party. For, intending to 

assault all poets, both ancient and modern, he discovers not 

his whole design at once, but seems only to aim at me, and 

attacks me on my weakest side, my defense of verse. 

 To begin with me, he gives me the compellation30 of “The 

Author of a Dramatic essay” which is a little discourse in dia-

logue, for the most part borrowed from the observations of 

others. Therefore, that I may not be wanting to him in civili-

ty, I return his compliment by calling him The Author of the 

Duke of Lerma. 

 
27 obdurate rocks The Duke of Lerma was a reworking of an older play 

(lost, with the name of its author). Dryden quotes the opening lines 

of the play, which show how much Howard brought to it.  

28 distributive justice Aristotle divides justice into two branches: 

distributive, which means giving everyone their due, and 

commutative, which has to do with fair dealing between individuals. 

The distributive justice here consists of giving Howard full credit for 

these and similar awful lines, and what reputation he has won by 

them. 

29 address skill. 

30 compellation name, title. 
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 But (that I may pass over his salute)31 he takes notice of 

my great pains to prove rhyme as natural in a serious play, 

and more effectual than blank verse. Thus indeed I did state 

the question, but he tells me I pursue that which I call natu-

ral in a wrong application, “for ’tis not the question, whether 

rhyme, or not rhyme, be best, or most natural for a serious 

subject, but what is nearest the nature of that it represents.” 

 If I have formerly mistaken the question, I must confess 

my ignorance so far as to say I continue still in my mistake.32 

But he ought to have proved that I mistook it, for it is yet but 

gratis dictum.33 I still shall think I have gained my point, if I 

can prove that rhyme is best, or most natural for a serious 

subject. As for the question as he states it, whether rhyme be 

nearest the nature of what it represents, I wonder he should 

think me so ridiculous as to dispute whether prose or verse 

be nearest to ordinary conversation. 

 It still remains for him to prove his inference that, since 

verse is granted to be more remote than prose from ordinary 

conversation, therefore no serious plays ought to be writ in 

verse—and when he clearly makes that good, I will 

acknowledge his victory as absolute as he can desire it. 

 The question now is, which of us two has mistaken it, 

and if it appear I have not, the world will suspect, what gen-

tleman that was, “who was allowed to speak twice in par-

liament, because he had not yet spoken to the question,”34 

 
31 salute the way he addresses me. 

32 I continue still in my mistake If I was in error regarding the most 

appropriate (natural) form of speech for a subject, he hasn’t yet 

shown me where my error lies. 

33 gratis dictum (legal Latin) a statement made voluntarily and without 

particular intention or relevance. More simply put, Howard’s 

objection is “beside the point.” 

34 not yet spoken to the question In Howard’s preface to Lerma, he 

notes Dryden has twice maintained his erroneous view of where 
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and perhaps conclude it to be the same, who, as it is report-

ed, maintained a contradiction in terminis,35 in the face of 

three hundred persons.36 

 But to return to verse, whether it be natural or not in 

plays, is a problem which is not demonstrable of37 either 

side. It is enough for me, that he acknowledges he had rather 

read good verse than prose, for if all the enemies of verse 

will confess as much, I shall not need to prove that it is natu-

ral. I am satisfied if it cause delight, for delight is the chief, if 

not the only, end of poésie. Instruction can be admitted but in 

the second place, for poésie only instructs as it delights. It is 

true, that to imitate well is a poet’s work, but to affect the 

soul and excite the passions and above all to move admira-

tion (which is the delight of serious plays) a bare imitation 

will not serve. The converse38 therefore which a poet is to im-

itate, must be heightened with all the arts and ornaments of 

poésie and must be such as, strictly considered, could never 

be supposed spoken by any without premeditation.  

 As for what he urges, that a play “will still39 be supposed 

to be a composition of several persons speaking extempore, 

 
rhyming verse should be used, and compares this to a 

parliamentarian who was challenged for addressing the same issue 

twice. (In order to expedite the transaction of House business, the 

Standing Orders provide that no member may speak twice during 

debate on any motion). He was defended by another and waggish 

member, on the basis that he hadn’t yet said anything relevant. 

35 contradiction in terminis a contradiction in terms, like “independent 

colony,” “military intelligence” or “public education.” 

36 in the face of three hundred persons before the House of Commons. 

Dryden alludes to some contradiction in terms uttered by Howard, 

in Parliament, of which this aside is the only record. 

37 demonstrable of demonstrable by. 

38 converse speech. 

39 still always. 
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and that good verses are the hardest things which can be im-

agined to be so spoken,” I must crave leave to dissent from 

his opinion, as to the former part of it, for, if I am not de-

ceived, a play is supposed to be the work of the poet, imitat-

ing, or representing, the conversation of several persons: and 

this I think to be as clear, as he thinks the contrary. 

 But I will be bolder, and do not doubt to make it good, 

though a paradox, that one great reason why prose is not to 

be used in serious plays, is because it is too near the nature 

of converse. There may be too great a likeness, as the most 

skillful painters affirm that there may be too near a resem-

blance in a picture. To take every lineament and feature is 

not to make an excellent piece, but to take40 so much only as 

will make a beautiful resemblance of the whole and, with an 

ingenious flattery of nature, to heighten the beauties of some 

parts, and hide the deformities of the rest. For so says Hor-

ace, 

 
Ut pictura poesis erit. &c. 
 

Haec amat obscurum, vult haec sub luce videri 
Judicis argutum quae non formidat acumen. 
 

    Et quae 
Desperat tractata nitescere posse, relinquit.41 

 

In Bartholomew Fair,42 or the lowest kind of comedy, that de-

gree of heightening is used which is proper to set off that 

 
40 but to take but (the making of an excellent portrait requires one) to 

take. 

41 Ut pictura . . . relinquit a curated quotation from Horace’ Art of 

Poetry (lines 361-364, then 149-50: “Poetry is like painting . . . some is 

best shown in dim light, while a composition which needs not fear 

the closest examination is better seen in broad daylight.  . . .  matters 

that cannot be polished into seemliness are best omitted.” 
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subject. ’Tis true the author was not there to go out of prose, 

as he does in his higher arguments43 of comedy, The Fox and 

Alchemist, yet he does so raise his matter in that prose as to 

render it delightful, which he could never have performed, 

had he only said or done those very things that are daily 

spoken or practiced in the fair—for then the fair itself would 

be as full of pleasure to an ingenious person as the play, 

which we manifestly see it is not. But he hath made an excel-

lent lazar44 of it. The copy is of price though the original be 

vile. You see in Catiline and Sejanus, where the argument is 

great, he sometimes ascends to verse,45 which shews he 

thought it not unnatural in serious plays, and had his genius 

been as proper for rhyme as it was for humor, or had the age 

in which he lived attained to as much knowledge in verse as 

ours, it is probable he would have adorned those subjects 

with that kind of writing. 

 Thus Prose, though the rightful prince, yet is by common 

consent deposed, as too weak for the government of serious 

plays, and, he failing, there now start up two competitors: 

one, the nearer in blood, which is Blank Verse; the other, 

more fit for the ends of government, which is Rhyme. Blank 

Verse is, indeed, the nearer Prose, but he is blemished with 

the weakness of his predecessor. Rhyme (for I will deal clear-

ly) has somewhat of the usurper in him, but he is brave, and 

generous, and his dominion pleasing. For this reason of de-

light, the ancients (whom I will still believe as wise as those 

 
42 Bartholomew Fair a 1614 play by Ben Jonson. The fair itself was a 

commercial event for cloth and other goods. 

43 arguments subjects. 

44 lazar short for “lazar house,” a hospital for lepers, here used 

figuratively for an entertaining assemblage of low and grotesque 

persons.   

45 verse rhyming as opposed to blank verse. 
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who so confidently correct them) wrote all their tragedies in 

verse, though they knew it most remote from conversation. 

 But I perceive I am falling into the danger of another re-

buke from my opponent, for when I plead that the ancients 

used verse, I prove not that they would have admitted 

rhyme, had it then been written. All I can say is only this, 

that it seems to have succeeded verse by the general consent 

of poets in all modern languages, for almost all their serious 

plays are written in it, which, though it be no demonstration 

that therefore they ought to be so, yet at least the practice 

first, and then the continuation of it, shows that it attained 

the end, which was to please, and if that cannot be com-

passed here, I will be the first who shall lay it down, for I 

confess my chief endeavors are to delight the age in which I 

live. If the humor of this be for low comedy, small accidents, 

and raillery, I will force my genius to obey it, though with 

more reputation46 I could write in verse. I know I am not so 

fitted by nature to write comedy, I want that gaiety of humor 

which is required to it. My conversation is slow and dull, my 

humor saturnine and reserved, in short, I am none of those 

who endeavor to break jests in company, or make repartées, 

so that those who decry my comedies do me no injury, ex-

cept it be in point of profit. Reputation in them is the last 

thing to which I shall pretend.  

 I beg pardon for entertaining the reader with so ill a sub-

ject, but before I quit that argument, which was the cause of 

this digression, I cannot but take notice how I am corrected 

for my quotation of Seneca, in my defense of plays in verse. 

My words are these: “Our language is noble, full, and signif-

icant, and I know not why he, who is a master of it, may not 

clothe ordinary things in it as decently as in the Latin, if he 

 
46 reputation achievement of distinction. 
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use the same diligence in his choice of words. One would 

think, “unlock a door,” was a thing as vulgar as could be 

spoken; yet Seneca could make it sound high and lofty in his 

Latin, 

 

Reserate clausos regii postes laris.47 

 

But he says of me, that being filled with the precedents of the 

ancients, who writ their plays in verse, I commend the thing, 

declaring our language to be full, noble, and significant, and 

charging all defects upon the ill placing of words, which I 

prove by quoting Seneca loftily expressing such an ordinary 

thing as shutting a door. 

 Here he manifestly mistakes, for I spoke not of the plac-

ing, but of the choice of words; for which I quoted that apho-

rism of Julius Caesar, Delectus verborum est origo eloquentiae.48 

But delectus verborum is no more Latine49 for the placing of 

words, than reserate is Latine for shut the door, as he interprets 

it, which I ignorantly construed unlock or open it. 

 He supposes I was highly affected with the sound of 

those words, and I suppose I may more justly imagine it of 

him, for if he had not been extremely satisfied with the 

sound, he would have minded the sense a little better. 

 But these are now to be no faults, for ten days after his 

book is published, and that his mistakes are grown so fa-

mous that they are come back to him, he sends his errata to 

be printed and annexed to his play, and desires that instead 

 
47 Reserate . . . laris  “Unbar the portals of the royal home.” 

48 Delectus . . . eloquentiae “The proper choice of words is the origin of 

eloquence.” The line is attributed to Caesar by Cicero in his Brutus 

(73). 

49 Latine . . . reserate Latine here is Latin for “translated into Latin.” 

Reserate is Latin for “open” not “shut.” 
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of shutting you would read opening, which it seems was the 

printer’s fault. I wonder at his modesty, that he did not ra-

ther say it was Seneca’s or mine, and that in some authors, 

reserate was to shut as well as to open, as the word barach,50 

say the learned, is both to bless and curse. 

 Well, since it was the printer, he was a naughty man to 

commit the same mistake51 twice in six lines. I warrant you 

delectus verborum, for “placing of words” was his mistake 

too, though the author forgot to tell him of it. If it were my 

book, I assure you I should. For those rascals ought to be the 

proxies of every gentleman author, and to be chastised for 

him, when he is not pleased to own an error. Yet since he has 

given the errata, I wish he would have enlarged them only a 

few sheets more, and then he would have spared me the la-

bor of an answer. For this cursed printer is so given to mis-

takes, that there is scarce a sentence in the preface without 

some false grammar, or hard sense52 in it, which will all be 

charged upon the poet, because he is so good-natured as to 

lay but three errors to the printer’s account, and to take the 

rest upon himself, who is better able to support them. But he 

needs not apprehend that I should strictly examine those lit-

tle faults, except53 I am called upon to do it. I shall return 

therefore to that quotation of Seneca, and answer, not to 

what he writes, but to what he means. I never intended it as 

an argument, but only as an illustration of what I had said 

 
50 barach this Hebrew word does not actually have the negative 

meaning, though it is occasionally used as a euphemism for “curse.” 

Dryden’s eagerness to bludgeon his opponent with learning led him 

to overreach.  

51 same mistake same (type of) mistake. 

52 hard sense meaning difficult to make out. 

53 except except (in cases where). 
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before concerning the election54 of words, and all he can 

charge me with is only this: that if Seneca could make an or-

dinary thing sound well Latine by the choice of words, the 

same, with the like care, might be performed in English. If it 

cannot, I have committed an error on the right hand,55 by 

commending too much the copiousness and well-sounding 

of our language, which I hope my countrymen will pardon 

me. At least the words which follow in my Dramatic essay 

will plead somewhat in my behalf, for I say there that this 

objection56 happens but seldom in a play, and then, too, ei-

ther the meanness of the expression may be avoided, or shut 

out from the verse by breaking it in the midst.57 

 But I have said too much in the defense of verse, for, after 

all, it is a very indifferent thing to me whether it obtain58 or 

not. I am content hereafter to be ordered by his rule, that is, 

to write it sometimes because it pleases me, and so much the 

rather, because he has declared that it pleases him. But he 

has taken his last farewell of the muses,59 and he has done it 

civilly, by honoring them with the name of “his long ac-

quaintances,” which is a compliment they have scarce de-

served from him. For my own part, I bear a share in the pub-

lic loss, and how emulous soever I may be of his fame and 

reputation, I cannot but give this testimony of his style, that 

it is extremely poetical, even in oratory, his thoughts elevat-

 
54 election choice. 

55 on the right hand well intentioned. 

56 objection the impossibility of finding the right word to make 

something sound grand. 

57 breaking it in the midst an enjambment (continuing the thought into 

the next line) gives a writer additional space for a paraphrase in 

place of the objectionable word. 

58 obtain be established, accepted. 

59 farewell to the muses Howard bids a formal farewell to literary 

pursuits in the preface to The Duke of Lerma.  
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ed sometimes above common apprehension, his notions pol-

itic and grave and tending to the instruction of princes and 

reformation of states, that they are abundantly interlaced 

with variety of fancies, tropes, and figures, which the critics 

have enviously branded with the name of obscurity and 

false grammar. 

 Well, he is now “fettered in business of more unpleasant 

nature.” The muses have lost him, but the commonwealth 

gains by it. The corruption of a poet is the generation60 of a 

statesman.  

 He “will not venture again into the civil wars of censure, 

ubi nullos habitura triumphos.”61 If he had not told us he had 

left the muses, we might have half suspected it by that word 

ubi,62 which does not any way belong to them in that place. 

The rest of the verse is indeed Lucan’s, but that ubi, I will an-

swer for it, is his own. Yet he has another reason for this dis-

gust of poésie, for he says immediately after, that “the man-

ner of plays which are now in most esteem is beyond his 

power to perform.” To perform the manner of a thing, I con-

fess, is new English to me. However, he condemns not the 

satisfaction of others, but rather their unnecessary under-

standing,63 who, like Sancho Panza’s doctor, prescribe too 

strictly to our appetites, for, says he, “in the difference of 

tragedy and comedy, and of farce itself, there can be no de-

 
60 corruption . . . generation death . . . birth. 

61  . . . triumphos “Where even victory is a kind of defeat.” From 

Lucan’s poem on the Roman Civil War (Pharsalia 1: 12). 

62 ubi (Lat.) “where.” The word does not in fact occur in Lucan’s line, 

Howard makes a minor error in quotation.  

63 unnecessary understanding Howard here considers the critics.  
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termination but by the taste, nor in the manner of their com-

posure.”64  

 We shall see him now as great a critic as he was a poet, 

and the reason why he excelled so much in poetry will be 

evident, for it will appear to have proceeded from the exact-

ness of his judgment. “In the difference of tragedy, comedy, 

and farce itself, there can be no determination but by the 

taste.” I will not quarrel with the obscurity of his phrase, 

though I justly might, but beg his pardon if I do not rightly 

understand him. If he means that there is no essential differ-

ence betwixt comedy, tragedy, and farce, but what is only 

made by the people’s taste, which distinguishes one of them 

from the other; that is so manifest an error, that I need not 

lose time to contradict it. Were there neither judge, taste, nor 

opinion in the world, yet they would differ in their natures, 

for the action, character, and language of tragedy, would still 

be great and high, that of comedy, lower and more familiar. 

Admiration would be the delight of one, and satire65 of the 

other. 

 I have but briefly touched upon these things, because, 

whatever his words are, I can scarce imagine, that he, who is 

“always concerned for the true honor of reason, and would 

have no spurious issue fathered upon her,” should mean 

anything so absurd as to affirm, “that there is no difference 

betwixt comedy and tragedy but what is made by the taste 

only,” unless he would have us understand the comedies of 

 
64 nor in the manner of their composure Howard maintains that the 

genre of a play is subjective, and that it is not determined by literary 

form. 

65 Admiration . . . satire the pleasure of tragedy would be in observing 

admirable characters, that of comedy in seeing contemptible ones 

satirized. 
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my lord L.66 where the first act should be pottages, the 

second fricassees, &c. and the fifth a chère entière67 of women. 

 I rather guess he means, that betwixt one comedy or 

tragedy and another, there is no other difference, but what is 

made by the liking or disliking of the audience. This is in-

deed a less error than the former, but yet it is a great one. 

The liking or disliking of the people gives the play the de-

nomination of good or bad, but does not really make or con-

stitute it such. To please the people ought to be the poet’s 

aim, because plays are made for their delight, but it does not 

follow that they are always pleased with good plays, or that 

the plays which please them are always good. The humor of 

the people is now for comedy, therefore, in hope to please 

them, I write comedies rather than serious plays, and so far 

their taste prescribes to me. But it does not follow from that 

reason, that comedy is to be preferred before tragedy in its 

own nature, for that which is so in its own nature, cannot be 

otherwise, as a man cannot but be a rational creature. But the 

opinion of the people may alter and in another age, or per-

haps in this, serious plays may be set up above comedies. 

 This I think a sufficient answer. If it be not, he has pro-

vided me of an excuse. It seems, in his wisdom, he foresaw 

my weakness, and has found out this expedient for me, that 

“it is not necessary for poets to study strict reason, since they 

are so used to a greater latitude than is allowed by that se-

 
66 Lord L. probably John Maitland, (1616–1682) Duke Lauderdale, 

member of the Cabal ministry, whose debaucheries were famous. 

Dryden’s point is that one is hard put to say whether Maitland’s 

conduct should be regarded as tragic or comic. 

67 chère entière (Fr.) main course. 
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vere inquisition, that they must infringe their own jurisdic-

tion, to profess themselves obliged to argue well.”68   

 I am obliged to him for discovering to me this back door, 

but I am not yet resolved on my retreat, for I am of opinion, 

that they cannot be good poets who are not accustomed to 

argue well. False reasonings and colors of speech are the cer-

tain marks of one who does not understand the stage, for 

moral truth is the mistress of the poet as much as of the phi-

losopher. Poésie must resemble natural truth, but it must be 

ethical. Indeed, the poet dresses truth, and adorns nature, 

but does not alter them. 

 

Ficta voluptatis causa sint proxima veris.69 

 

Therefore, that is not the best poésie, which resembles70 no-

tions of things that are not to things that are. Though the 

fancy may be great, and the words flowing, yet the soul is 

but half satisfied when there is not truth in the foundation. 

This is that which makes Virgil be preferred before the rest 

of poets. In variety of fancy, and sweetness of expression, 

you see Ovid far above him, for Virgil rejected many of those 

things which Ovid wrote. “A great wit’s great work is to re-

fuse,” as my worthy friend Sir John Berkenhead71 has ingen-

iously expressed it. You rarely meet with anything in Virgil 

but truth, which therefore leaves the strongest impression of 

 
68 their own jurisdiction . . . to argue well  poets relinquish some of 

their own rights if they confine themselves to rational arguments in 

dramatic speeches. 

69 Ficta voluptatis &c. “Fictions intended to please should be as close 

as possible to the truth.” Horace, The Art Of Poetry, line 338. 

70 resembles likens. 

71 Berkenhead (1616-1679), fellow of All Souls College, member of the 

Royal Society. The sense of the line is that a good author knows what 

to omit.  
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pleasure in the soul. This I thought myself obliged to say in 

behalf of poésie, and to declare, though it be against myself, 

that when poets do not argue well, the defect is in the 

workmen, not in the art.72  

 And now I come to the boldest part of his discourse, 

wherein he attacks not me, but all the ancients and moderns, 

and undermines, as he thinks, the very foundations on 

which dramatic poésie is built. I could wish he would have 

declined that envy73 which must of necessity follow74 such an 

undertaking, and contented himself with triumphing over 

me in my opinions of verse, which I will never hereafter dis-

pute with him. But he must pardon me if I have that venera-

tion for Aristotle, Horace, Ben Jonson, and Corneille, that I 

dare not serve him in such a cause, and against such heroes, 

but rather fight under their protection, as Homer reports of 

little Teucer, who shot the Trojans from under the large 

buckler of Ajax Telamon. 

 

∑τῆ δ᾽ ἄρ᾽ ὑπ᾽ Αἴαντος σάκεϊ Τελαμωνιάδαο &c.  

 

He stood beneath his brother’s ample shield 

And covered there, shot death through all the field. 

 

The words of my noble adversary are these, 

 “But if we examine the general rules laid down for plays 

by strict reason, we shall find the errors equally gross, for the 

great foundation which is laid to build upon is nothing as it 

 
72 not in the art false reasoning is never properly part of the poetic art. 

73 envy Dryden is here using the word to mean “overbearing pride or 

presumption,” an extension (and perhaps overextension) of the 

archaic meaning of envy, “malevolence.” 

74  follow be part of. 
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is generally stated, as will appear upon the examination of 

the particulars.” 

 These particulars in due time shall be examined. In the 

meanwhile, let us consider what this great foundation is, 

which he says is nothing, as it is generally stated. I never 

heard of any other foundation of Dramatic Poésie than the 

imitation of nature, neither was there ever pretended any 

other by the ancients or moderns, or me who endeavor to 

follow them in that rule. This I have plainly said in my defi-

nition of a play, that it is “a just and lively image of human 

nature, &c.” Thus the foundation, as it is generally stated, 

will stand sure, if this definition of a play be true. If it be not, 

he ought to have made his exception against it, by proving 

that a play is not an imitation of nature, but some what else, 

which he is pleased to think it. 

 But ’tis very plain, that he has mistaken the foundation 

for that which is built upon it, though not immediately, for 

the direct and immediate consequence is this: if nature be to 

be imitated, then there is a rule for imitating nature rightly, 

otherwise there may be an end, and no means conducing to 

it. Hitherto I have proceeded by demonstration. But as our 

divines, when they have proved a Deity, because there is or-

der, and have inferred that this Deity ought to be wor-

shipped, differ afterwards in the manner of the worship, so, 

having laid down, that nature is to be imitated, and that 

proposition proving the next (that then there are means 

which conduce to the imitating of nature), I dare proceed no 

farther positively, but have only laid down some opinions of 

the ancients and moderns, and of my own, as means which 

they used, and which I thought probable for the attaining of 

that end. Those means are the same which my antagonist 

calls the foundations, how properly the world may judge. 
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And to prove that this is his meaning, he clears it75 immedi-

ately to you, by enumerating those rules or propositions 

against which he makes his particular exceptions, as, name-

ly, those of time and place, in these words:  

 “First, we are told the plot should not be so ridiculously 

contrived, as to crowd two several countries into one stage; 

secondly, to cramp the accidents of many years or days into 

the representation of two hours and a half; and, lastly, a con-

clusion drawn, that the only remaining dispute is, concern-

ing time, whether it should be contained in twelve or twen-

ty-four hours, and the place to be limited to that spot of 

ground where the play is supposed to begin, and this is 

called nearest nature, for that is concluded most natural, 

which is most probable, and nearest to that which it pre-

sents.” 

 Thus he has only made a small mistake, of the means 

conducing to the end for the end itself, and of the super-

structure for the foundation. But he proceeds, 

 “To shew therefore upon what ill grounds they dictate 

laws for Dramatic Poésie, &c.” He is here pleased to charge 

me with being magisterial,76 as he has done in many other 

places of his preface. Therefore, in vindication of myself, I 

must crave leave to say, that my whole discourse was skepti-

cal,77 according to that way of reasoning which was used by 

Socrates, Plato, and all the academics of old, which Tully78 

 
75 clears it make it clear. 

76 magisterial dogmatic. 

77 skeptical maintaining the philosophical position that certain 

knowledge is impossible, though we may claim to know what we 

know with varying degrees of probability. This view was meant to 

guard against the errors of dogmatism rather than undermine all 

claims to knowledge. 

78 Tully Cicero, affectionately so called from his middle name, Tullius. 
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and the best of the ancients followed, and which is imitated 

by the modest inquisitions79 of the Royal Society. That it is so, 

not only the name will shew, which is, An Essay, but the 

frame and composition of the work. You see it is a dialogue 

sustained by persons of several opinions, all of them left 

doubtful, to be determined by the readers in general, and 

more particularly deferred to the accurate judgment of my 

Lord Buckhurst,80 to whom I made a dedication of my book. 

These are my words in my epistle, speaking of the persons 

whom I introduced in my dialogue, 

 “ ’Tis true they differed in their opinions, as ’tis probable 

they would. Neither do I take upon me to reconcile, but to 

relate them, leaving your lordship to decide it in favor of 

that part which you shall judge most reasonable.”  

 And after that, in my advertisement to the reader, I said 

this,  

 “The drift of the ensuing discourse is chiefly to vindicate 

the honor of our English writers from the censure of those 

who unjustly prefer the French before them. This I intimate, 

lest any should think me so exceeding vain, as to teach oth-

ers an art, which they understand much better than myself.” 

 But this is more than necessary81 to clear my modesty in 

that point, and I am very confident, that there is scarce any 

man who has lost so much time, as to read that trifle, but 

will be my compurgator82 as to that arrogance whereof I am 

accused. The truth is, if I had been naturally guilty of so 

much vanity as to dictate my opinions, yet I do not find that 

 
79 inquisitions researches.  

80 Lord Buckhurst Charles Sackville (1638–1706), later Earl of Dorset, a 

generous patron to Dryden throughout the poet’s life. 

81 more than necessary more than (is) necessary. 

82 compurgator one who, by a statement made under oath, clears 

another of charges or accusations. 
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the character of a positive or self-conceited person is of such 

advantage to any in this age, that I should labor to be public-

ly admitted of that order.  

 But I am not now to defend my own cause, when that of 

all the ancients and moderns is in question. For this gentle-

man, who accuses me of arrogance, has taken a course not to 

be taxed with the other extreme of modesty. Those proposi-

tions, which are laid down in my discourse as helps to the 

better imitation of nature, are not mine (as I have said), nor 

were ever pretended so to be, but derived from the authority 

of Aristotle and Horace, and from the rules and examples of 

Ben Jonson and Corneille. These are the men with whom 

properly he contends, and against whom he “will endeavor 

to make it evident, that there is no such thing as what they 

all pretend.” 

 His argument against the unities of place and time is this, 

“That ’tis as impossible for one stage to present two rooms or 

houses truly, as two countries or kingdoms, and as impossi-

ble that five hours or twenty-four hours should be two 

hours, as that a thousand hours or years should be less than 

what they are, or the greatest part of time to be compre-

hended in the less, for all of them being impossible, they are 

none of them nearest the truth or nature of what they pre-

sent, for impossibilities are all equal, and admit of no de-

gree.” 

 This argument is so scattered into parts, that it can scarce 

be united into a syllogism,83 yet, in obedience to him, I will 

“abbreviate,” and comprehend as much of it as I can in few 

words, that my answer to it may be more perspicuous.84 I 

conceive his meaning to be what follows, as to the unity of 

 
83 united into a syllogism we can draw no conclusion from it. 

84 perspicuous clearly expressed, easy to understand. 
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place. (If I mistake, I beg his pardon, professing it is not out 

of any design to play the “argumentative poet.”) If one stage 

cannot properly present two rooms or houses, much less two 

countries or kingdoms, then there can be no unity of place. 

But one stage cannot properly perform this. Therefore there 

can be no unity of place.  

 I plainly deny his minor proposition,85 the force of which, 

if I mistake not, depends on this, that the stage being one 

place cannot be two. This indeed is as great a secret, as that 

we are all mortal, but to requite it with another, I must crave 

leave to tell him, that though the stage cannot be two places, 

yet it may properly represent them successively, or at several 

times. His argument is indeed no more than a mere fallacy, 

which will evidently appear when we distinguish place, as it 

relates to plays, into real and imaginary.  

 The real place is that theater, or piece of ground, on 

which the play is acted. The imaginary, that house, town, or 

country where the action of the drama is supposed to be, or, 

more plainly, where the scene of the play is laid. Let us now 

apply this to that Herculean argument, which “if strictly and 

duly weighed, is to make it evident, that there is no such 

thing as what they all pretend.” ’Tis impossible, he says, for 

one stage to present two rooms or houses. I answer, ’tis nei-

ther impossible, nor improper, for one real place to represent 

two or more imaginary places, so it be done successively, 

 
85 minor proposition a syllogism is a form of reasoning in which a 

conclusion is drawn from two given or assumed propositions 

(premises.) The first or major proposition is inclusive. (All men are 

mortal.) The minor proposition is specific (Socrates is a man.) The 

conclusion draws from both propositions (Socrates is mortal.) If 

Howard’s argument is to be made into a syllogism it would be this: 

Dramatic unity requires that all locations be united; a stage cannot 

actually unite different places; dramatic unity cannot be achieved on 

a stage. 
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which in other words is no more than this, that the imagina-

tion of the audience, aided by the words of the poet, and 

painted scenes, may suppose the stage to be sometimes one 

place, sometimes another, now a garden, or wood, and im-

mediately a camp, which I appeal to every man’s imagina-

tion, if it be not true. Neither the ancients nor moderns, as 

much fools as he is pleased to think them, ever asserted that 

they could make one place two, but they might hope, by the 

good leave of this author,86 that the change of a scene might 

lead the imagination to suppose the place altered—so that he 

cannot fasten those absurdities upon this scene of a play, or 

imaginary place of action, that it is one place, and yet two. 

 And this being so clearly proved, that ’tis past any show 

of a reasonable denial, it will not be hard to destroy that oth-

er part of his argument, which depends upon it, namely, that 

’tis as impossible for a stage to represent two rooms or hous-

es, as two countries or kingdoms. For his reason is already 

overthrown, which was, because both were alike impossible.  

 This is manifestly otherwise, for ’tis proved that a stage 

may properly represent two rooms or houses, for the imagi-

nation being judge of what is represented, will in reason be 

less choked with the appearance of two rooms in the same 

house, or two houses in the same city, than with two distant 

cities in the same country, or two remote countries in the 

same universe. Imagination in a man, or reasonable creature, 

is supposed to participate of reason, and when that gov-

erns,87 as it does in the belief of fiction, reason is not de-

stroyed, but misled, or blinded; that can prescribe88 to the 

reason, during the time of the representation, somewhat89 

 
86 by the good leave of this author begging Howard’s indulgence. 

87 when that governs when imagination governs. 

88 that can prescribe the word that refers back to “imagination.” 

89 somewhat something. 
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like a weak belief of what it sees and hears, and reason suf-

fers itself to be so hoodwinked, that it may better enjoy the 

pleasures of the fiction. But it is never so wholly made a cap-

tive, as to be drawn headlong into a persuasion of those 

things which are most remote from probability. ’Tis in that 

case a free-born subject, not a slave; it will contribute will-

ingly its assent, as far as it sees convenient, but will not be 

forced. 

 Now, there is a greater vicinity in nature betwixt two 

rooms, than betwixt two houses, betwixt two houses, than 

betwixt two cities, and so of the rest. Reason, therefore, can 

sooner be led, by Imagination, to step from one room into 

another, than to walk to two distant houses, and yet rather to 

go thither, than to fly like a witch through the air, and be 

hurried from one region to another. Fancy90 and Reason go 

hand in hand, the first cannot leave the last behind, and 

though Fancy, when it sees the wide gulf, would venture 

over, as the nimbler, yet it is withheld by Reason, which will 

refuse to take the leap, when the distance over it appears too 

large. If Ben Jonson himself will remove the scene from 

Rome into Tuscany in the same act, and from thence return 

to Rome, in the scene which immediately follows, reason 

will consider there is no proportionable allowance of time to 

perform the journey, and, therefore, will choose to stay at 

home. So, then, the less change of place there is, the less time 

is taken up in transporting the persons of the drama, with 

analogy to reason,91 and in that analogy, or resemblance of 

fiction to truth, consists the excellency of the play.  

 
90 Fancy in this essay Dryden uses Fancy and Imagination 

interchangeably. 

91 with the analogy to reason with the proportion or agreement 

(“analogy”) between the fictional and what would be reasonable. 
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 For what else concerns the unity of place, I have already 

given my opinion of it in my essay, that there is a latitude to 

be allowed to it, as several places in the same town or city, or 

places adjacent to each other in the same country, which may 

all be comprehended under the larger denomination of one 

place, yet with this restriction, that the nearer and fewer 

those imaginary places are, the greater resemblance they will 

have to truth, and reason, which cannot make them one, will 

be more easily led to suppose them so. 

 What has been said of the unity of place, may easily be 

applied to that of time. I grant it to be impossible, that the 

greater part of time should be comprehended in the less, that 

twenty-four hours should be crowded into three. But there is 

no necessity of that supposition. For as place, so time relating 

to a play, is either imaginary or real. The real is compre-

hended in those three hours, more or less, in the space of 

which the play is represented, the imaginary is that which is 

supposed to be taken up in the representation, as twenty-

four hours, more or less. Now, no man ever could suppose, 

that twenty-four real hours could be included in the space of 

three, but where is the absurdity of affirming, that the 

feigned business of twenty-four imagined hours, may not 

more naturally be represented in the compass of three real 

hours, than the like feigned business of twenty-four years, in 

the same proportion of real time? For the proportions are 

always real, and much nearer, by his permission, of twenty-

four to three, than of four thousand to it.  

 I am almost fearful of illustrating anything by similitude, 

lest he should confute it for92 an argument, yet I think the 

comparison of a glass will discover very aptly the fallacy of 

his argument, both concerning time and place. The strength 

 
92 confute it for mistake it for. 
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of his reason depends on this, that the less cannot compre-

hend the greater. I have already answered, that we need not 

suppose it does. I say not that the less can comprehend the 

greater, but only, that it may represent it. As in a glass, or 

mirror, of half-a-yard diameter, a whole room, and many 

persons in it, may be seen at once. Not that it can compre-

hend that room, or those persons, but that it represents them 

to the sight. 

 But the author of the Duke of Lerma is to be excused for 

his declaring against the unity of time for, if I be not much 

mistaken, he is an interested person, the time of that play 

taking up so many years, as the favor of the Duke of Lerma 

continued,93 nay, the second and third act including all the 

time of his prosperity, which was a great part of the reign of 

Philip the Third. For in the beginning of the second act he 

was not yet a favorite, and, before the end of the third, was 

in disgrace. I say not this with the least design of limiting the 

stage too servilely to twenty-four hours, however he be 

pleased to tax me with dogmatizing on that point. In my dia-

logue, as I before hinted, several persons maintained their 

several opinions. One of them, indeed, who supported the 

cause of the French poésie, said how strict they were in that 

particular, but he who answered, in behalf of our nation, was 

willing to give more latitude to the rule, and cites the words 

of Corneille himself, complaining against the severity of it, 

and observing what beauties it banished from the stage 

(page forty-four of my essay).  

 In few words, my own opinion is this, (and I willingly 

submit it to my adversary, when he will please impartially to 

 
93 as the favor of the Duke of Lerma continued that is, the twenty 

years from 1598 to 1618, when Lerma was entrusted by Philip III of 

Spain with management of state affairs, until his fall from favor. 

Howard's play does indeed cover this entire span of time. 
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consider it), that the imaginary time of every play ought to 

be contrived into as narrow a compass as the nature of the 

plot, the quality of the persons, and variety of accidents will 

allow. In comedy, I would not exceed twenty-four or thirty 

hours, for the plot, accidents, and persons, of comedy are 

small, and may be naturally turned in a little compass. But in 

tragedy, the design is weighty, and the persons great, there-

fore, there will naturally be required a greater space of time 

in which to move them. And this, though Ben Jonson has not 

told us, yet it is manifestly his opinion. For you see that to 

his comedies he allows generally but twenty-four hours, to 

his two tragedies, Sejanus and Catiline, a much larger time, 

though he draws both of them into as narrow a compass as 

he can, for he shews you only the latter end of Sejanus’s fa-

vor, and the conspiracy of Catiline already ripe, and just 

breaking out into action. 

 But as it is an error, on the one side, to make too great a 

disproportion betwixt the imaginary time of the play, and 

the real time of its representation, so, on the other side, it is 

an oversight to compress the accidents of a play into a nar-

rower compass than that in which they could naturally be 

produced. Of this last error the French are seldom guilty, be-

cause the thinness of their plots prevents them from it, but 

few Englishmen, except Ben Jonson, have ever made a plot, 

with variety of design in it, included in twenty-four hours, 

which was altogether natural. For this reason, I prefer the 

Silent Woman94 before all other plays, I think justly, as I do its 

author, in judgment, above all other poets. Yet, of the two, I 

think that error the most pardonable, which in too strait a 

compass crowds together many accidents, since it produces 

more variety, and, consequently, more pleasure to the audi-

 
94 Silent Woman a 1609 comedy by Ben Jonson. 
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ence, and because the nearness of proportion betwixt the 

imaginary and real time, does speciously95 cover the com-

pression of the accidents. 

 Thus I have endeavored to answer the meaning of his ar-

gument, for, as he drew it, I humbly conceive that it was 

none, as will appear by his proposition and the proof of it. 

His proposition was this: 

 “If strictly and duly weighed, ’tis as impossible for one 

stage to present two rooms, or houses, as two countries, or 

kingdoms &c.”  And his proof this: “For all being impossi-

ble, they are none of them nearest the truth or nature of what 

they present.” 

 Here you see, instead of proof or reason, there is only pe-

titio principii.96 For in plain words his sense is this: Two 

things are as impossible as one another, because they are 

both equally impossible. But he takes those two things to be 

granted as impossible, which he ought to have proved such, 

before he had proceeded to prove them equally impossible: He 

should have made out first, that it was impossible for one 

stage to represent two houses, and then have gone forward 

to prove, that it was as equally impossible for a stage to pre-

sent two houses, as two countries.  

 After all this, the very absurdity, to which he would re-

duce me, is none at all. For he only drives at this, that, if his 

argument be true, I must then acknowledge that there are 

 
95 speciously with an appearance of plausibility. 

96 petitio principii The fallacy of assuming an argument’s conclusion in 

its premise. A simple example is “Your statement cannot be believed 

because you always lie.” The other person’s lack of veracity is what 

needs to be proved, whereas here it is assumed. Petitio principii is 

usually (and misleadingly) rendered as “begging the question.” The 

Latin phrase literally means “asking (in advance) that the premise 

(be granted).” 
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degrees in impossibilities, which I easily grant him without 

dispute, and, if I mistake not, Aristotle and the School97 are 

of my opinion. For there are some things which are absolute-

ly impossible, and others which are only so ex parte,98 as it is 

absolutely impossible for a thing to be, and not to be at the 

same time. But for a stone to move naturally upward, is only 

impossible ex parte materiae,99 but it is not impossible for the 

First Mover to alter the nature of it. 

 His last assault, like that of a Frenchman, is most feeble, 

for whereas I have observed, that none have been violent 

against verse,100 but such only as have not attempted it, or 

have succeeded ill in their attempt, he will needs, according 

to his usual custom, improve my observation to an argu-

ment, that he might have the glory to confute it. But I lay my 

observation at his feet, as I do my pen, which I have often 

employed willingly in his deserved commendations, and 

now most unwillingly against his judgment.  

 For his person and parts,101 I honor them as much as any 

man living, and have had so many particular obligations to 

him, that I should be very ungrateful if I did not 

acknowledge them to the world. But I gave not the first occa-

 
97 the School the Scholastic or Christian Aristotelian philosophers. 

98 ex parte from a certain point of view. 

99 ex parte materiae physically. The argument here is a scholastic one. 

The First Mover (the original cause of all that is, a fancy term for 

God) cannot do things which are impossible in the sense of being 

intrinsically contradictory. He cannot, for example, make a stone be 

at the same time heavy and weightless, or at the same time exert and 

not exert his power. But he can perform the impossibility of making a 

stone that was initially heavy become weightless. Thus there are 

absolute impossibilities (those that involve intrinsic contradiction) 

and relative ones (which only involve great difficulty). 

100 violent against verse have opposed writing in rhyme. 

101 parts abilities. 
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sion of this difference in opinions. In my epistle dedicatory, 

before my Rival Ladies,102 I had said somewhat in behalf of 

verse, which he was pleased to answer in his preface to his 

plays. That occasioned my reply in my essay; and that reply 

begot this rejoinder of his, in his preface to The Duke of Lerma. 

  But as I was the last who took up arms, I will be the first 

to lay them down. For what I have here written, I submit it 

wholly to him, and if I do not hereafter answer what may be 

objected against this paper, I hope the world will not impute 

it to any other reason, than only the due respect which I 

have for so noble an opponent. 

 

 

 

 

 
102 Rival Ladies Dryden’s 1664 tragi-comedy. 
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An Introduction to The Indian Emperor 
Sir Walter Scott103 

 

The Indian Emperor is the first of Dryden’s plays which exhib-

ited, in a marked degree, the peculiarity of his style, and 

drew upon him the attention of the world. Without equaling 

the extravagancies of the Conquest of Granada, and the Royal 

Martyr,104 works produced when our author was embold-

ened, by public applause to give full scope to his daring ge-

nius, the following may be considered as a model of the he-

roic drama. A few words, therefore, will not be here mis-

placed, on the nature of the kind of tragedies, in which, dur-

ing the earlier part of his literary career, our author delight-

ed and excelled. 

 The heroic, or rhyming, plays, were borrowed from the 

French, to whose genius they are better suited than to the 

British. An analogy may be observed between all the 

different departments of the belles lettres, and none seem 

more closely allied than the pursuits of the dramatic writer 

and those of the composer of romances or novels. Both deal 

in fictitious adventure, both write for amusement, and 

address themselves nearly to the same class of admirers. 

Nay, although the pride of the dramatist may be offended by 

the assertion, it would seem that the nature of his walk is 

often prescribed by the successful impression of a novel 

upon the public mind. If we laugh over low adventures in a 

novel, we soon see low comedy upon the stage. If we are 

 
103 Sir Walter Scott This essay accompanies The Indian Emperor in Scott’s 

1810 eighteen-volume edition of Dryden’s works. 

104 Conquest of Granada, and the Royal Martyr Two of Dryden’s later 

plays; the Royal Martyr is better known as Tyrranick Love. 
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horror-struck with a tale of robbers and murder in our 

closet,105 the dagger and the green carpet106 will not long 

remain unemployed in the theater, and if ghosts haunt our 

novels, they soon stalk amongst our scenes. Under this 

persuasion, we have little doubt that the heroic tragedies 

were the legitimate offspring of the French romances of 

Calprenède and Scudéry. Such as may deign to open these 

venerable and neglected tomes will be soon convinced of 

their extreme resemblance to the heroic drama. A remarkable 

feature in both is the ideal world which they form for 

themselves. Every sentiment is lofty, splendid, and striking, 

and no apology is admitted for any departure from the 

dignity of character, however natural or impressive. The 

beauty of the heroine, and the valor of the hero, must be 

alike resistless, and the moving spring, through the whole 

action, is the overbearing passion of love. Their language 

and manners are as peculiar to themselves, as their prowess 

and susceptibility. The pastoral Arcadian does not differ 

more widely from an ordinary rustic than these lofty persons 

do from the princes and kings of this world. Neither is any 

circumstance of national character or manners allowed as an 

apology for altering the established character which must be 

invariably sustained by the persons of the heroic drama. The 

religion, and the state of society of the country where the 

scene is laid may be occasionally alluded to as authority for 

varying a procession, or introducing new dresses and 

decorations, but, in all other respects, an Indian Inca, attired 

in feathers, must hold the same dignity of deportment, and 

display the same powers of declamation and ingenuity of 

 
105 in our closet (which we read) at home. 

106  green carpet apparently this refers to a property in a romantic novel, 

with which Scott’s readers would have been familiar, but which I 

have not been able to trace.   
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argument, with a Roman emperor in his purple, or a feudal 

warrior in his armor. For the rule and decorum of this 

species of composition is too peremptory to give way either 

to the current of human passions or to the usages of nations. 

Gibbon has remarked that the kings of the Gepidae, and the 

Ostrogoths in Corneille’s tragedy of Attila, are profound 

politicians, and sentimental lovers, a description which, with 

a varying portion of pride, courtesy, and heroism, will apply 

to almost all the characters in plays drawn upon this model. 

 It is impossible to conceive anything more different from 

the old English drama than the heroic plays which were in-

troduced by Charles II. The former, in laboring to exhibit a 

variety and contrast of passions, tempers, or humors, fre-

quently altogether neglected the dignity of the scene. In the 

heroical tragedy, on the other hand, nothing was to be in-

decorous, nothing grotesque. The personages were to speak, 

not as men, but as heroes to whom, as statuaries have as-

signed a superiority of stature, so these poets have given a 

uniform grandeur of feeling and of expression. It may be 

thought that this monotonous splendor of diction would 

have palled upon an English audience, less pleased general-

ly with refinement, however elegant, than with bursts of 

passion, and flights of novelty. But Dryden felt his force in 

the line which he chose to pursue and recommend. The in-

describable charms of his versification gratified the ear of the 

public, while their attention was engaged by the splendor of 

his images and the matchless ingenuity of his arguments. It 

must also be admitted that, by their total neglect of the uni-

ties, our ancient dramatic authors shocked the feelings of the 

more learned, and embarrassed the understanding of the 

less acute, among the spectators. We do not hold it treason to 

depart from the strict rules respecting time and place incul-

cated by the ancients and followed in the heroic plays. But it 
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will surely be granted to us, that, where they can be ob-

served, without the sacrifice of great beauties, or incurring 

such absurdities as Dennis107 has justly charged upon Cato, 

the play will be proportionally more intelligible on the stage, 

and more pleasing in the closet. And although we willingly 

censure the practice of driving argument, upon the stage, 

into metaphysical refinement, and rendering the contest of 

contrasted passions a mere combat in logic, yet we must 

equally condemn those tragedies, in which the poet sketches 

out the character with a few broken commonplaces, expres-

sive of love, of rage, or of grief, and leaves the canvas to be 

filled up by the actor, according to his own taste, power, and 

inclination. 

 The Indian Emperor is an instance, what beautiful poetry 

may be united to, we had almost said thrown away upon, 

the heroic drama. The very first scene exhibits much of those 

beauties, and their attendant deformities. A modern audi-

ence would hardly have sat in patience to hear more than the 

first extravagant and ludicrous supposition of Cortez: 

 

As if our old world modestly withdrew, 

And here, in private, had brought forth a new. 

 

But had they condemned the piece for this uncommon case 

of parturition, they would have lost the beautiful and melo-

dious verses, in which Cortez, and his followers, describe the 

 
107 Dennis John Dennis (1658–1734), dramatist and critic, now best 

remembered for his literary feuds with Joseph Addison and 

Alexander Pope. Addison’s 1713 play Cato, successful in its day and 

now forgotten, was a play much admired by the American 

revolutionaries. Dennis’ rather captious critique of Cato,  allowing no 

poetic license whatsoever, may be surveyed in Samuel Johnson’s Life 

of Addison. 
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advantages of the newly discovered world, and they would 

have lost the still more exquisite account, which, immediate-

ly after, Guyomar gives of the arrival of the Spanish fleet. Of 

the characters little need be said. They stalk on, in their own 

fairy land, in the same uniform livery, and with little peculi-

arity of discrimination. All the men, from Montezuma down 

to Pizarro, are brave warriors, and only vary, in proportion 

to the mitigating qualities which the poet has infused into 

their military ardor. The women are all beautiful, and all 

deeply in love; differing from each other only, as the haughty 

or tender predominates in their passion. But the charm of the 

poetry, and the ingenuity of the dialogue, render it impossi-

ble to peruse without pleasure a drama, the faults of which 

may be imputed to its structure, while its beauties are pecu-

liar to Dryden. 

 The plot of The Indian Emperor is certainly of our author’s 

own composition, since even the malignant assiduity of 

Langbaine108 has been unable to point out any author from 

whom it is borrowed. The play was first acted in 1665, and 

received with great applause. 

 

 

 
108 Langbaine Gerard Langbaine (1656–1692) English dramatic 

biographer and critic, best known for his An Account of the English 

Dramatic Poets (1691), the earliest work to give biographical and 

critical information on the playwrights. He was diligent in tracing 

the Italian novels and classical sources drawn on by these 

Renaissance dramatists. 
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The Indian Emperor 
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Prologue 
 

Almighty critics! Whom our Indians here 

Worship, just as they do the devil, for fear, 

In reverence to your pow’r I come this day, 

To give you timely warning of our play. 

The scenes are old, the habits are the same 

We wore last year,109 before the Spaniards came. 

Now, if you stay, the blood, that shall be shed 

From this poor play, be all upon your head. 

We neither promise you one dance, or show, 

Then, plot and language—they are wanting too. 

But you, kind wits, will those light faults excuse, 

Those are the common frailties of the muse, 

Which, who observes, he buys his place too dear, 

For ’tis your business to be cozened110 here; 

These wretched spies of wit111 must then confess, 

They take more pains to please themselves the less. 

Grant us such judges, Phoebus, we request, 

As still mistake themselves into a jest,112 

Such easy judges, that our poet may 

Himself admire the fortune of his play, 

 
109 we wore last year Alluding to the 1664 play The Indian Queen, which 

was set in America before the arrival of the Spanish. Dryden 

collaborated on the Queen with his brother-in-law, Sir Robert 

Howard. The extravagant costumes of the former production were 

again put to use here. 

110 cozened deceived. 

111 spies of wit overly clever critics who come to a play to try and 

discover fault in it. 

112 mistake themselves into a jest whose evaluation of the play is so 

palpably wrong that they themselves become an object of mockery. 
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And, arrogantly, as his fellows do, 

Think he writes well, because he pleases you. 

This he conceives not hard to bring about 

If all of you would join to help him out. 

Would each man take but what he understands, 

And leave the rest upon the poet’s hands. 
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Names of the Persons Represented 

Indian Men. 

Montezuma, Emperor of Mexico. 

Odmar, his eldest son. 

Guyomar, his younger son. 

Orbellan, son of the late Indian Queen by Traxalla. 

High Priest of the Sun. 

 

Women. 

Cydaria, Montezuma’s daughter. 

Almeria}  

Alibech} Sisters; and daughters to the late Indian Queen. 

 

Spaniards. 

Cortez, the Spanish General. 

Vasquez}  

Pizarro} Commanders under him. 

Scene, Mexico, and two leagues about it. 

[Editor’s note: the following will help to follow the initial action.  
 Montezuma loves Almeria, the daughter of the queen he has dis-

placed.  
 Odmar and Guyomar, Montezuma’s sons, both love Alibech, daugh-

ter of the former queen. 
 Orbellan, son of the former queen, loves Cydaria, Montezuma’s 

daughter.] 
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Act One 
 

Scene I.  
 

[A pleasant Indian country.] 

 

[Enter Cortez, Vasquez, Pizarro,  

with Spaniards and Indians of their party.] 

 

Cort. On what new happy climate are we thrown, 

So long kept secret, and so lately known, 

As if our old world modestly withdrew, 

And here in private had brought forth a new? 

Vasq. Corn, oil, and wine, are wanting to this ground, 

In which our countries fruitfully abound, 

As if this infant world, yet unarrayed, 

Naked and bare in Nature‘s lap were laid. 

No useful arts have yet found footing here, 

But all untaught and savage does appear. 

Cort. Wild and untaught are terms which we alone 

Invent, for fashions differing from our own, 

For all their customs are by nature wrought, 

But we, by art, unteach what nature taught. 

Piz. In Spain, our springs, like old men’s children, be 

Decayed and withered from their infancy. 

No kindly show’rs fall on our barren earth, 

To hatch the season in a timely birth. 

Our summer such a russet livery wears 

As in a garment often dyed appears. 

Cort. Here nature spreads her fruitful sweetness ’round, 

Breathes on the air, and broods upon the ground. 

Here days and nights the only seasons be, 
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The sun no climate does so gladly see. 

When forced from hence, to view our parts, he mourns, 

Takes little journeys, and makes quick returns. 

Vasq. Methinks, we walk in dreams on fairy land, 

Where golden ore lies mixed with common sand, 

Each downfall of a flood the mountains pour, 

From their rich bowels, rolls a silver show’r. 

Cort. Heaven from all ages wisely did provide 

This wealth, and for the bravest nation hide, 

Who, with four hundred foot and forty horse, 

Dare boldly go a new-found world to force. 

Piz. Our men, though valiant, we should find too few, 

But Indians join the Indians to subdue; 

Taxallan,113 shook by Montezuma’s powers, 

Has, to resist his forces, called in ours. 

Vasq. Rashly to arm against so great a king, 

I hold not safe, nor is it just to bring 

A war, without a fair defiance114 made. 

Piz. Declare we first our quarrel, then invade. 

Cort. Myself, my king’s ambassador, will go. 

Speak, Indian guide, how far to Mexico? 

Ind. Your eyes can scarce so far a prospect make 

As to discern the city on the lake, 

But that broad causeway will direct your way, 

And you may reach the town by noon of day. 

Cort. Command a party of our Indians out 

With a strict charge, not to engage, but scout. 

By noble ways we conquest will prepare, 

First, offer peace, and, that refused, make war. [Exeunt.] 

 
113  Taxallan singular for collective: (the) Taxallan (Indian people). 

114 defiance challenge, declaration of war. 
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Scene II. 

 

[A Temple. The High Priest with other Priests.  

To them an Indian.] 

 

Ind. Haste, holy priest, it is the king’s command. 

High Pr. When sets he forward? 

Ind.     He is near at hand. 

High Pr. The incense is upon the altar placed, 

The bloody sacrifice already past. 

Five hundred captives saw the rising sun 

Who lost their light ere half his race was run. 

That which remains we here must celebrate 

Where, far from noise, without the city gate, 

The peaceful power that governs love repairs, 

To feast upon soft vows and silent prayers. 

We for his royal presence only stay, 

To end the rites of this so solemn day. [Exit Indian.] 

 

[Enter Montezuma, his eldest son Odmar,  

his daughter Cydaria, Almeria, Alibech, Orbellan,  

and Train. They place themselves.] 

High Pr.  

On your birthday, while we sing 

To our gods and to our king, 

Her, among this beauteous quire, 

Whose perfections you admire, 

Her, who fairest does appear, 

Crown her queen of all the year, 

Of the year and of the day, 

And at her feet your garland lay. 
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Odm. [Aside.] My father this way does his looks direct. 

Heaven grant, he give it not where I suspect! 

[Montezuma rises, goes about the Ladies,  

and at length stays at Almeria, and bows.] 

Mont. Since my Orazia’s death, I have not seen 

A beauty, so deserving to be queen 

As fair Almeria. 

Alm. [To her brother and sister, aside.]  

   Sure he will not know. 

My birth I to that injured princess owe, 

Whom his hard heart not only love denied, 

But in her sufferings took unmanly pride. 

Alib. [Aside to her.] Since Montezuma will his choice renew, 

In dead Orazia’s room electing you, 

’Twill please our mother’s ghost that you succeed 

To all the glories of her rival’s bed. 

Alm. [Aside.] If news be carried to the shades below, 

The Indian queen will be more pleased to know 

That I his scorns on him, who scorned her, pay. 

Orb. [Aside.]  

Would you could right her some more noble way! 

[She turns to him, who is kneeling all this while.] 

Mont. [Kneeling.]  

Madam, this posture is for heaven designed, 

And what moves heaven I hope may make you kind. 

Alm. Heaven may be kind:115 the gods uninjured live, 

And crimes below cost little to forgive. 

By thee, inhuman, both my parents died, 

One by thy sword, the other by thy pride. 

Mont. My haughty mind no fate could ever bow, 

 
115 Heaven may be kind The gods can afford to be forgiving; they see 

human suffering from a safe distance. 
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Yet I must stoop to one, who scorns me now. 

Is there no pity to my sufferings due? 

Alm. As much as what my mother found from you. 

Mont. Your mother’s wrongs a recompense shall meet, 

I lay my scepter at her daughter’s feet. 

Alm. He, who does now my least commands obey, 

Would call me queen, and take my power away.116 

Odm. [Aside.] Can he hear this, and not his fetters break? 

Is love so powerful, or his soul so weak? 

I’ll fright her from it.— Madam, though you see 

The king is kind, I hope your modesty 

Will know what distance to the crown is due. 

Alm. Distance and modesty prescribed by you? 

Odm. Almeria dares not think117 such thoughts as these. 

Alm. She dares both think and act what thoughts she please. 

’Tis much below me on his throne to sit, 

But when I do, you shall petition it.118 

Odm. If, sir, Almeria does your bed partake, 

I mourn for my forgotten mother’s sake. 

Mont. When parents’ loves are ordered by a son, 

Let streams prescribe their fountains where to run. 

Odm. In all I urge, I keep my duty still, 

Not rule your reason, but instruct your will.119 

Mont. Small use of reason in that prince is shown, 

Who follows others, and neglects his own. 

 
116 and take my power away once she becomes Montezuma’s wife, she 

would lose all independence. 

117 dares not think (surely) you do not dare to think so. Odmar’s tone is 

incredulous, not scolding. 

118 you shall petition it If I become Montezuma’s queen, you shall be the 

one asking my permission. 

119 not rule your reason but instruct your will not to think for you, but 

to direct you to better choices. 
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Alm. [To Orbellan and Alibech,  

who are this while whispering to her.] 

No, he shall ever love, and always be 

The subject of my scorn and cruelty. 

Orb. To prove the lasting torment of his life, 

You must not be his mistress, but his wife. 

Few know what care a husband’s peace destroys, 

His real griefs, and his dissembled joys. 

Alm. What mark of pleasing vengeance could be shown, 

If I, to break his quiet, lose my own? 

Orb. A brother’s life upon your love relies, 

Since I do homage to Cydaria’s eyes, 

How can her father to my hopes be kind, 

If in your heart he no example find? 

Alm. To save your life I’ll suffer any thing, 

Yet I’ll not flatter this tempestuous king, 

But work his stubborn soul a nobler way, 

And, if he love, I’ll force him to obey. 

[To Montezuma.] I take this garland, not as given by you, 

But as my merit’s and my beauty’s due. 

As for the crown, that you, my slave, possess, 

To share it with you would but make me less. 

 

[Enter Guyomar hastily.] 

 

Odm. My brother Guyomar! Methinks I spy 

Haste in his steps, and wonder in his eye. 

Mont. I sent thee to the frontiers. Quickly tell 

The cause of thy return. Are all things well? 

Guy. I went, in order, sir, to your120 command, 

To view the utmost limits of the land, 

 
120 in order, sir, to your according, sir, to your. 
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To that sea shore where no more world is found, 

But foaming billows breaking on the ground, 

Where, for a while, my eyes no object met, 

But distant skies, that in the ocean set, 

And low-hung clouds, that dipped themselves in rain, 

To shake their fleeces on the earth again. 

At last, as far as I could cast my eyes 

Upon the sea, somewhat, methought, did rise, 

Like bluish mists, which, still appearing more, 

Took dreadful shapes, and moved towards the shore. 

Mont. What forms did these new wonders represent? 

Guy. More strange than what your wonder can invent. 

The object I could first distinctly view 

Was tall straight trees which on the waters flew; 

Wings on their sides, instead of leaves, did grow, 

Which gathered all the breath the winds could blow, 

And at their roots grew floating palaces, 

Whose out-bowed bellies cut the yielding seas. 

Mont. What divine monsters, O ye gods, are these, 

That float in air, and fly upon the seas! 

Came they alive or dead upon the shore? 

Guy. Alas, they lived too sure. I heard them roar. 

All turned their sides, and to each other spoke. 

I saw their words break out in fire and smoke. 

Sure ’tis their voice, that thunders from on high, 

Or these the younger brothers of the sky. 

Deaf with the noise, I took my hasty flight; 

No mortal courage can support the fright. 

High Pr. Old prophecies foretell our fall at hand, 

When bearded men in floating castles land. 

I fear it is of dire portent. 

Mont.    Go see 

What it foreshows, and what the gods decree. 
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[Exit High Priest.] 

Meantime proceed we to what rites remain. 

Odmar, of all this presence does contain, 

Give her your wreath, whom you esteem most fair. 

Odm. Above the rest I judge one beauty rare, 

[He gives Alibech the wreath.]  

And may that beauty prove as kind to me, 

As I am sure fair Alibech is she. 

Mont. You, Guyomar, must next perform your part. 

Guy. I want a garland, but I’ll give a heart. 

My brother’s pardon I must first implore, 

Since I with him fair Alibech adore. 

Odm. That all should Alibech adore, ’tis true, 

But some respect is to my birthright due. 

My claim to her by eldership I prove. 

Guy. Age is a plea in empire, not in love. 

Odm. I long have stayed for this solemnity, 

To make my passion public. 

Guy.     So have I. 

Odm. But from her birth my soul has been her slave, 

My heart received the first wounds which she gave, 

I watched the early glories of her eyes, 

As men for daybreak watch the eastern skies. 

Guy. It seems my soul then moved the quicker pace, 

Yours first set out, mine reached her in the race. 

Mont. Odmar, your choice I cannot disapprove, 

Nor justly, Guyomar, can blame your love. 

To Alibech alone refer your suit, 

And let her sentence finish your dispute. 

Alib. You think me, sir, a mistress quickly won. 

So soon to finish what is scarce begun. 

In this surprise should I a judgment make, 

’Tis answering riddles ere I’m well awake. 
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If you oblige me suddenly to choose, 

The choice is made, for I must both refuse, 

For to myself I owe this due regard, 

Not to make love my gift, but my reward. 

Time best will show, whose services will last. 

Odm. Then judge my future service by my past. 

What I shall be, by what I was, you know. 

That love took deepest root, which first did grow. 

Guy. That love which first was set will first decay, 

Mine, of a fresher date, will longer stay. 

Odm. Still you forget my birth. 

Guy.     But you, I see, 

Take care still to refresh my memory. 

Mont. My sons, let your unseemly discord cease, 

If not in friendship, live at least in peace. 

Orbellan, where you love, bestow your wreath. 

Orb. My love I dare not, even in whispers, breathe. 

Mont. A virtuous love may venture any thing. 

Orb. Not to attempt the daughter of my king. 

Mont. Whither is all my former fury gone? 

Once more I have Traxalla’s chains put on, 

And by his children am in triumph led: 

Too well the living have revenged the dead! 

Alm. You think my brother born your enemy? 

He’s of Traxalla’s blood, and so am I.121 

Mont. In vain I strive; 

My lion heart is with love’s toils beset, 

Struggling I fall still deeper in the net.122 

 
121 and so am I Orbellan, Almeria and Alibech are all children of the late 

Indian Queen by her general Traxalla. 

122 deeper in the net since Montezuma is in love with Almeria, he is 

compelled to favor her brother Orbellan’s wooing of his 

(Montezuma’s) daughter Cydaria. 
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Cydaria, your new lover’s garland take, 

And use him kindly for your father’s sake. 

Cyd. So strong a hatred does my nature sway, 

That, spite of duty, I must disobey. 

Besides, you warned me still of loving two, 

Can I love him, already loving you?123 

 

[Enter a Guard hastily.] 

 

Mont. You look amazed, as if some sudden fear 

Had seized your hearts. Is any danger near? 

1 Guard. Behind the covert where this temple stands, 

Thick as the shades, there issue swarming bands 

Of ambushed men,124 whom, by their arms and dress, 

To be Taxallan enemies I guess. 

2 Guard. The temple, sir, is almost compassed round. 

Mont. Some speedy way for passage must be found. 

Make to the city by the postern gate,125 

I’ll either force my victory, or fate. [Exeunt omnes.] 

A glorious death in arms I’ll rather prove, 

Than stay to perish tamely by my love.126 

 

[An alarm within. Enter Montezuma, Odmar, Guyomar, Ali-

bech, Orbellan, Cydaria, Almeria, as pursued by Taxallans.] 

 

Mont. No succor from the town? 

Odm.     None, none is nigh. 

Guy. We are enclosed, and must resolve to die. 

 
123 already loving you Cydaria claims her filial love for her father 

Montezuma leaves no surplus affection for Orbellan. 

124 of ambushed men of men who were waiting in ambush. 

125 postern gate small rear gate of a fort or castle. 

126 by my love here with the woman I love. 
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Mont. Fight for revenge, now hope of life is past 

But one stroke more, and that will be my last. 

 

[Enter Cortez, Vasquez, Pizarro, to the Taxallans, 

Cortez stays them, just falling on.]127 

 

Cort. [To his Indians.]  

Contemned?128 My orders broke even in my sight? 

Did I not strictly charge, you should not fight? 

Ind. Your choler,129 general, does unjustly rise, 

To see your friends pursue your enemies. 

The greatest and most cruel foes we have, 

Are these, whom you would ignorantly save. 

By ambushed men, behind their temple laid,130 

We have the king of Mexico betrayed.131 

Cort. Where, banished virtue, wilt thou shew thy face, 

If treachery infects thy Indian race?132 

Dismiss your rage and lay your weapons by, 

Know I protect them, and they shall not die. 

Ind. O wondrous mercy, shown to foes distressed! 

Cort. Call them not so, when once with odds oppressed, 

Nor are they foes my clemency defends, 

Until they have refused the name of friends. 

[To Vasquez.]  

Draw up our Spaniards by themselves, then fire 

Our guns on all, who do not straight retire. 

 
127 stays them, just falling on stops them just before they attack. 

128 Contemned? am I viewed with contempt? 

129 choler anger. 

130 laid who lay in wait. 

131 betrayed put into the power of his enemies by guile. 

132 thy Indian race Cortez had assumed that the Indians were all naïve 

and innocent children of nature, “noble savages.”  
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Ind. [kneeling.] O mercy, mercy, at thy feet we fall, 

Before thy roaring gods destroy us all! 

[The Taxallans retire.] See, we retreat without the least reply, 

Keep thy gods silent, if they speak we die. 

Mont. The fierce Taxallans lay their weapons down, 

Some miracle in our relief is shown. 

Guy. These bearded men in shape and color be 

Like those I saw come floating on the sea. 

[Montezuma kneels to Cortez.] 

Mont. Patron of Mexico, and god of wars, 

Son of the sun, and brother of the stars— 

Cort. Great monarch, your devotion you misplace. 

Mont. Thy actions shew thee born of heavenly race. 

If then thou art that cruel god whose eyes 

Delight in blood and human sacrifice, 

Thy dreadful altars I with slaves will store, 

And feed thy nostrils with hot reeking gore. 

Or if that mild and gentle god thou be 

Who dost mankind below with pity see, 

With breath of incense I will glad thy heart. 

But if, like us, of mortal seed thou art, 

Presents of choicest fowls, and fruits I’ll bring, 

And in my realms thou shalt be more than king. 

Cort. Monarch of empires, and deserving more 

Than the sun sees upon your western shore, 

Like you a man, and hither led by fame,133 

Not by constraint, but by my choice, I came. 

Ambassador of peace, if peace you choose, 

Or herald of a war, if you refuse. 

Mont. Whence, or from whom, dost thou these offers bring? 

Cort. From Charles the Fifth, the world’s most potent king. 

 
133 fame by report of your kingdom. 
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Mont. Some petty prince, and one of little fame, 

For to this hour I never heard his name. 

The two great empires of the world I know: 

That of Peru, and this of Mexico, 

And since the earth none larger does afford, 

This Charles is some poor tributary lord. 

Cort. You speak of that small part of earth you know, 

But betwixt us and you wide oceans flow, 

And wat’ry deserts of so vast extent, 

That passing hither four full moons we spent. 

Mont. But say, what news, what offers dost thou bring 

From so remote, and so unknown a king? 

[While Vasquez speaks, Cortez spies the ladies and goes to them, 

entertaining Cydaria with courtship in dumb shew.] 

Vasq. Spain’s mighty monarch, to whom heaven thinks fit, 

That all the nations of the earth submit, 

In gracious clemency, does condescend 

On these conditions to become your friend. 

First, that of him you shall your scepter hold; 

Next, you present him with your useless gold; 

Last, that you leave those idols you implore, 

And one true deity with him adore. 

Mont. You speak your prince a mighty emperor, 

But his demands have spoke him proud and poor. 

He proudly at my free-born scepter flies, 

Yet poorly begs a metal I despise. 

Gold thou may’st take, whatever thou canst find, 

Save what for sacred uses is designed, 

But, by what right pretends your king to be 

The sovereign lord of all the world and me? 

Piz. The sovereign priest,  

Who represents on earth the power of heaven, 

Has this your empire to our monarch given. 
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Mont. Ill does he represent the powers above, 

Who nourishes debate, not preaches love, 

Besides, what greater folly can be shown? 

He gives another what is not his own. 

Vasq. His power must needs unquestioned be below, 

For he in heaven an empire can bestow. 

Mont. Empires in heaven he with more ease may give, 

And you, perhaps, would with less thanks receive. 

But heaven has need of no such viceroy here, 

Itself bestows the crowns that monarchs wear. 

Piz. You wrong his power, as you mistake our end, 

Who came thus far religion to extend. 

Mont. He, who religion truly understands, 

Knows its extent must be in men,134 not lands. 

Odm. But who are those that truth must propagate 

Within the confines of my father’s state? 

Vasq. Religious men, who hither must be sent 

As awful guides of heavenly government, 

To teach you penance, fasts, and abstinence, 

To punish bodies for the soul’s offense. 

Mont. Cheaply you sin, and punish crimes with ease, 

Not as th’ offended, but th’ offenders please. 

First injure heaven, and when its wrath is due, 

Yourselves prescribe it how to punish you. 

Odm. What numbers of these holy men must come? 

Piz. You shall not want, each village shall have some, 

Who, though the royal dignity they own, 

Are equal to it, and depend on none.135 

Guy. Depend on none! You treat them sure in state, 

For ’tis their plenty does their pride create.136 

 
134 in men in men’s hearts. 

135 though the royal dignity just as Pizarro described the Pope as “the 

sovereign priest,” he describes the priests as an independent nobility. 
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Mont. Those ghostly kings137 would parcel out my power, 

And all the fatness of my land devour. 

That monarch sits not safely on his throne 

Who bears within a power that shocks138 his own. 

They139 teach obedience to imperial sway, 

But think it sin if they themselves obey. 

Vasq. It seems then our religion you accuse,140 

And peaceful homage to our king refuse. 

Mont. Your gods I slight not, but will keep my own, 

My crown is absolute, and holds of none.141 

I cannot in a base subjection live, 

Nor suffer you to take, though I would give.142 

Cort. Is this your answer, sir? 

Mont.    This, as a prince, 

Bound to my people’s and my crown’s defense, 

I must return,143 but, as a man, by you 

Redeemed from death, all gratitude is due. 

Cort. It was an act my honor bound me to, 

But what I did, were I again to do, 

I could not do it on my honor’s score, 

For love would now oblige me to do more. 

Is no way left that we may yet agree? 

Must I have war, yet have no enemy?144 

 
136 . . . does their pride create You regard these priests like great nobles  

(“you treat them sure in state”) because of their wealth (“their plenty 

does their pride create.”) 

137 ghostly kings spiritual dignitaries. 

138 shocks attacks or opposes, as in our term “shock troops.” 

139 they these priests. 

140 accuse charge with a shortcoming or error. 

141 holds of none is not held by anyone's gift or permission. 

142 though I would give even if I wanted to. 

143 I must return this is the reply I must make. 

144 yet have no enemy even though I bear you no ill will. 
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Vasq. He has refused all terms of peace to take. 

Mont. 

Since we must fight, hear, heavens, what prayers I make! 

First, to preserve this ancient state and me, 

But if your doom the fall of both decree, 

Grant only he, who has such honor shewn, 

When I am dust, may fill my empty throne! 

Cort. To make me happier than that wish can do, 

Lies not in all your gods to grant, but you. 

Let this fair princess but one minute stay, 

A look from her will your obligements145 pay. 

Mont. [To Cydaria.]  

Your duty in your quick return be shown. 

[To his guards.]  

Stay you, and wait146 my daughter to the town. 

[Exeunt Montezuma, Odmar, Guyomar, Orbellan, Almeria, 

and Alibech. Cydaria is going, but turns and looks back upon 

Cortez, who is looking on her all this while.] 

Cyd. [Aside.] My father’s gone, and yet I cannot go, 

Sure I have something lost or left behind! 

Cort. [Aside.] Like travelers who wander in the snow, 

I on her beauty gaze ’till I am blind. 

Cyd. Thick breath,147 quick pulse, and heaving of my heart, 

All signs of some unwonted change appear. 

I find myself unwilling to depart, 

And yet I know not why I would be here. 

Stranger, you raise such torments in my breast, 

That when I go, if I must go again, 

I’ll tell my father you have robbed my rest, 

And to him of your injuries complain. 

 
145 obligements obligations. 

146 wait wait on, attend. 

147 thick rapid. 
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Cort.  

Unknown, I swear, those wrongs were which I wrought, 

But my complaints will much more just appear, 

Who from another world my freedom brought, 

And to your conquering eyes have lost it here. 

Cyd. Where is that other world from whence you came? 

Cort. Beyond the ocean, far from hence it lies. 

Cyd. Your other world, I fear, is then the same, 

That souls must go to when the body dies. 

But what’s the cause that keeps you here with me, 

That I may know what keeps me here with you? 

Cort. Mine is a love which must perpetual be, 

If you can be so just as I am true. 

 

[Enter Orbellan.] 

 

Orb. Your father wonders much at your delay. 

Cyd. So great a wonder for so small a stay! 

Orb. He has commanded you with me to go. 

Cyd. Has he not sent to bring the stranger too? 

Orb. If he to-morrow dares in fight appear, 

His high-placed love perhaps may cost him dear. 

Cort. Dares!  

That word was never spoke to Spaniard yet, 

But forfeited his life, who gave him it. 

Haste quickly with thy pledge of safety hence, 

Thy guilt’s protected by her innocence. 

Cyd. Sure in some fatal hour my love was born, 

So soon o’ercast with absence in the morn! 

Cort. Turn hence those pointed glories of your eyes, 

For if more charms beneath those circles rise, 

So weak my virtue, they so strong appear, 

I shall turn ravisher to keep you here. [Exeunt omnes.] 
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Act Two 
 

Scene I. 

 
[The Magician’s Cave. Enter Montezuma, and High Priest.] 

 

Mont. Not that148 I fear the utmost fate can do, 

Come I the event of doubtful war to know, 

For life and death are things indifferent,149 

Each to be chose as either brings content. 

My motive from a nobler cause does spring, 

Love rules my heart, and is your monarch’s king. 

I more desire to know Almeria’s mind 

Than all that heaven has for my state designed. 

High Pr. By powerful charms, which nothing can withstand, 

I’ll force the gods to tell what you demand. 

[Charm.] 

 

Thou moon, that aid’st us with thy magic might, 

And ye small stars, the scattered seeds of light, 

Dart your pale beams into this gloomy place, 

That the sad powers of the infernal race 

May read above what’s hid from human eyes, 

And in your walks150 see empires fall and rise. 

And ye, immortal souls, who once were men, 

And now, resolved to elements again, 

 
148 Not that not because. 

149 indifferent neither is to be preferred. 

150 read above . . . in your walks so that the infernal powers whom we 

will call upon may read in the stars (“above”) and see the future in 

the courses of you celestial bodies (“your walks”). 
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Who wait for mortal frames in depths below, 

And did before what we are doomed to do, 

Once, twice, and thrice, I wave my sacred wand, 

Ascend, ascend, ascend at my command. 

 

[An earthy spirit rises.] 

 

Spir. In vain, O mortal men, your prayers implore 

The aid of powers below, which want it more.151 

A god more strong, who all the gods commands, 

Drives us to exile from our native lands. 

The air swarms thick with wandering deities, 

Which drowsily, like humming beetles, rise 

From our loved earth where peacefully we slept, 

And, far from heaven, a long possession kept. 

The frighted satyrs, that in woods delight, 

Now into plains with pricked-up ears take flight, 

And scudding thence, while they their horn-feet ply, 

About their sires the little silvans cry. 

A nation loving gold must rule this place, 

Our temples ruin, and our rites deface. 

To them, O king, is thy lost scepter given. 

Now mourn thy fatal search, for since wise heaven 

More ill than good to mortals does dispense, 

It is not safe to have too quick a sense.152 [Descends.] 

Mont. Mourn they, who think repining can remove 

The firm decrees of those who rule above. 

The brave are safe within, who still dare die;153 

 
151  which want it more who are even less capable than humans in this 

regard. 

152 too quick a sense one should not overthink what might possibly 

occur. 
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Whene’er I fall, I’ll scorn my destiny. 

Doom as they please my empire not to stand, 

I’ll grasp my scepter with my dying hand. 

High Pr. Those earthy spirits black and envious are. 

I’ll call up other gods, of form more fair, 

Who visions dress in pleasing color still, 

Set all the good to show, and hide the ill. 

Kalib,154 ascend, my fair-spoke servant rise, 

And soothe my heart with pleasing prophesies. 

 

[Kalib ascends all in white, in shape of a woman, and sings.] 

Kal. I looked and saw within the book of fate, 

Where, many days did lour,155 

When lo one happy hour 

Leapt up, and smiled to save thy sinking state. 

A day shall come when in thy power 

Thy cruel foes shall be, 

Then shall thy land be free, 

And thou in peace shalt reign. 

But take, O take that opportunity, 

Which, once refused, will never come again. [Descends.] 

Mont. I shall deserve my fate, if I refuse 

That happy hour which heaven allots to use, 

But of my crown thou too much care dost take, 

That which I value more, my love’s at stake. 

High Pr. Arise, ye subtle spirits, that can spy 

When love is entered in a female’s eye, 

You, that can read it in the midst of doubt, 

 
153 . . . who still dare die the brave have inner calm because they are 

always unafraid of death. 

154 Kalib a made-up name. 

155 did lour were dark, threatening, gloomy. 
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And in the midst of frowns can find it out, 

You, that can search those many cornered minds, 

Where women’s crooked fancy turns and winds, 

You, that can love explore, and truth impart, 

Where both lie deepest hid—in woman’s heart, 

Arise! 

 

[The ghosts of Traxalla and Acacis arise, 

they stand still, and point at Montezuma.] 

 

High Pr. I did not for these ghastly visions send, 

Their sudden coming does some ill portend. 

Begone, begone—they will not disappear! 

My soul is seized with an unusual fear. 

Mont. Point on, point on, and see whom you can fright. 

Shame and confusion seize these shades of night! 

[They smile.] Ye thin and empty forms, am I your sport? 

If you were flesh— 

You know you durst not use me in this sort. 

 

[The ghost of the Indian Queen rises betwixt the ghosts,  

with a dagger in her breast.] 

 

Mont. Ha! 

I feel my hair grow stiff, my eyeballs roll! 

This is the only form could shake my soul. 

Ghost. The hopes of thy successful love resign; 

Know, Montezuma, thou art only mine, 

For those, who here on earth their passion show 

By death for love, receive their right below. 

Why dost thou then delay my longing arms? 

Have cares and age and mortal life such charms? 

The moon grows sickly at the sight of day, 
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And early cocks have summoned me away, 

Yet I’ll appoint a meeting place below, 

For there fierce winds o’er dusky valleys blow, 

Whose every puff bears empty shades away, 

Which guideless in those dark dominions stray. 

Just at the entrance of the fields below, 

Thou shalt behold a tall black poplar grow. 

Safe in its hollow trunk I will attend, 

And seize thy spirit when thou dost descend. [Descends.] 

Mont. I’ll seize thee there, thou messenger of fate, 

Would my short life had yet a shorter date! 

I’m weary of this flesh which holds us here, 

And dastards156 manly souls with hope and fear. 

These heats and colds still in our breast make war, 

Agues157 and fevers all our passions are. [Exeunt.]  

Scene II. 

[Cydaria and Alibech, betwixt the two armies.] 

 

Alib. Blessings will crown your name if you prevent 

That blood, which in this battle will be spent, 

Nor need you fear so just a suit to move, 

Which both becomes your duty and your love. 

Cyd. But think you he will come? Their camp is near, 

And he already knows I wait him here. 

Alib. You are too young your power to understand, 

Lovers take wing upon the least command. 

Already he is here. 

 

 
156 dastards renders cowardly. 

157 agues chills or fits of shivering. 
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[Enter Cortez and Vasquez to them.] 

 

Cort. Methinks, like two black storms on either hand, 

Our Spanish army and your Indians stand. 

This only space betwixt the clouds is clear, 

Where you, like day, broke loose from both appear. 

Cyd. Those closing skies might still continue bright, 

But who can help it, if you’ll make it night? 

The gods have given you power of life and death, 

Like them to save, or ruin, with a breath. 

Cort. That power they to your father did dispose, 

’Twas in his choice to make us friends or foes. 

Alib. Injurious strength would rapine still excuse, 

By off’ring terms the weaker must refuse, 

And such as these your hard conditions are, 

You threaten peace, and you invite a war. 

Cort. If for myself to conquer here I came, 

You might perhaps my actions justly blame; 

Now I am sent, and am not to dispute 

My prince’s orders, but to execute. 

Alib. He, who his prince so blindly does obey, 

To keep his faith his virtue throws away. 

Cort. Monarchs may err, but should each private breast 

Judge their ill acts, they would dispute their best.158 

Cyd. Then all your care is for your prince, I see, 

Your truth to him out-weighs your love to me. 

You may so cruel to deny me prove,159 

 
158 dispute their best if every individual (“each private breast”) were to 

become accustomed to judging the actions of their monarchs, they 

would soon criticize them indiscriminately, and could object even to 

their good actions (“dispute their best.”) 

159 so cruel to deny my prove show yourself cruel enough to deny my 

request. 
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But never after that pretend to love. 

Cort. Command my life, and I will soon obey; 

To save my honor I my blood will pay.160 

Cyd. What is this honor which does love control? 

Cort. A raging fit of virtue in the soul, 

A painful burden which great minds must bear, 

Obtained with danger, and possessed with fear. 

Cyd. Lay down that burden if it painful grow, 

You’ll find, without it, love will lighter go.161 

Cort. Honor, once lost, is never to be found. 

Alib. Perhaps he looks to have both passions crowned: 

First dye his honor in a purple flood, 

Then court the daughter in the father’s blood. 

Cort. The edge of war I’ll from the battle take, 

And spare her father’s subjects for her sake. 

Cyd. I cannot love you less when I’m refused. 

But I can die to be unkindly used.162 

Where shall a maid’s distracted heart find rest. 

If she can miss it in her lover’s breast? 

Cort. I till tomorrow will the fight delay, 

Remember you have conquered me to-day. 

Alib. This grant destroys all you have urged before, 

Honor could not give this, or can give more. 

Our women in the foremost ranks appear: 

March to the fight, and meet your mistress there. 

Into the thickest squadrons she must run, 

Kill her, and see what honor will be won. 

 
160 . . . blood will pay you may command me so long as I live, but the 

demands of honor outweigh those of life itself.  

161 love will lighter go you will pursue love more easily. 

162 cannot love you less . . . unkindly used even though you refuse me, 

I cannot stop loving you, but your cruelty to me is as painful as 

death. 
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Cyd. I must be in the battle, but I’ll go 

With empty quiver, and unbended bow, 

Not draw an arrow in this fatal strife, 

For fear its point should reach your noble life. 

 

[Enter Pizarro.] 

 

Cort. No more, your kindness wounds me to the death. 

Honor, be gone! What art thou but a breath? 

I’ll live, proud of my infamy and shame, 

Graced with no triumph but a lover’s name. 

Men can but say, love did his reason blind, 

And love’s the noblest frailty of the mind. 

[To Pizarro.] Draw off my men, the war’s already done. 

Piz. Your orders come too late, the fight’s begun.  

The enemy gives on, with fury led, 

And fierce Orbellan combats at their head. 

Cort. He justly fears, a peace with me would prove 

Of ill concernment to his haughty love.163 

Retire, fair excellence! I go to meet 

New honor, but to lay it at your feet. 

[Exeunt Cortez, Vasquez, and Pizarro. ] 

 

[Enter Odmar and Guyomar to Alibech and Cydaria.] 

 

Odm. Now, madam, since a danger does appear 

Worthy my courage, though below my fear, 

Give leave to him, who may in battle die, 

Before his death, to ask his destiny. 

Guy. He cannot die, whom you command to live, 

 
163 of ill concernment to his haughty love would have an unfortunate 

effect on his ambitious (“haughty”) love for Cydaria, Montezuma’s 

daughter. 
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Before the fight, you can the conquest give. 

Speak, where you’ll place it? 

Alib.     Briefly, then, to both, 

One I in secret love, the other loathe, 

But where I hate, my hate I will not show, 

And he I love, my love shall never know. 

True worth shall gain me, that it may be said, 

Desert, not fancy, once164 a woman led. 

He who, in fight, his courage shall oppose, 

With most success, against his country’s foes, 

From me shall all that recompense receive, 

That valor merits, or that love can give. 

’Tis true, my hopes and fears are all for one, 

But hopes and fears are to myself alone. 

Let him not shun the danger of the strife, 

I but his love, his country claims his life. 

Odm. All obstacles my courage shall remove. 

Guy. Fall on, fall on. 

Odm.    For liberty! 

Guy.      For love! 

[Exeunt, the women following.] 

Scene III. 
 

[Changes to the Indian country.  

 

Enter Montezuma, attended by the Indians.] 

 

Mont.  

Charge, charge! Their ground the faint Taxallans yield! 

Bold in close ambush, base in open field. 

 
164 once at least this once. 
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The envious devil did my fortune wrong, 

Thus fought, thus conquered I when I was young. [Exit.] 

 

[Alarm. Enter Cortez bloody.] 

 

Cort. Furies pursue these false Taxallans’ flight, 

Dare they be friends to us, and dare not fight? 

What friends can cowards be, what hopes appear 

Of help from such, who, where they hate, show fear! 

 

[Enter Pizarro and Vasquez.] 

 

Piz. The field grows thin, and those, that now remain, 

Appear but like the shadows of the slain. 

Vasq. The fierce old king is vanished from the place, 

And, in a cloud of dust, pursues the chase. 

Cort. Their eager chase disordered does appear, 

[To Vasquez.]  

Command our horse to charge them in the rear. 

[To Pizarro.] You to our old Castilian foot retire,  

Who yet stand firm, and at their backs give fire. 

[Exeunt severally.] 

 

[Enter Odmar and Guyomar, meeting each other in the battle.] 

 

Odm. Where hast thou been, since first the fight began, 

Thou less than woman in the shape of man? 

Guy. Where I have done what may thy envy move, 

Things worthy of my birth, and of my love. 

Odm. Two bold Taxallans with one dart I slew, 

And left it sticking ere my sword I drew. 

Guy. I sought not honor on so base a train, 

Such cowards by our women may be slain. 
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I felled along a man of bearded face, 

His limbs all covered with a shining case, 

So wondrous hard, and so secure of wound, 

It made my sword, though edged with flint, re-bound. 

Odm. I killed a double man,165 the one half lay 

Upon the ground, the other ran away. [Guns go off within.] 

 

[Enter Montezuma, out of breath,  

with him Alibech, and an Indian.] 

 

Mont. All’s lost! 

Our foes with lightning and with thunder fight. 

My men in vain shun death by shameful flight, 

For deaths invisible come winged with fire, 

They hear a dreadful noise, and straight expire. 

Take, gods, that soul, ye did in spite create, 

And made it great, to be unfortunate! 

Ill fate for me unjustly you provide. 

Great souls are sparks of your own heavenly pride, 

That lust of power we from your godheads have, 

You’re bound to please those appetites you gave.166 

 

[Enter Vasquez and Pizarro, with Spaniards.] 

 

Vasq. Pizarro, I have hunted hard today, 

Into our toils, the noblest of the prey. 

Seize on the king, and him your prisoner make, 

While I, in kind revenge, my taker take. 

 
165 a double man a man on horseback. Cortez brought the first horses to 

the continental Americas in 1519. 

166 . . . those appetites you gave The gods are unjust to deny great souls 

power and dominion; since they are the ones who implanted those 

appetites in men’s hearts, they are obliged to satisfy them. 
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[Pizarro, with two, goes to attack the king.  

Vasquez, with another, to seize Alibech.] 

Guy. Their danger is alike, whom shall I free? 

Odm. I’ll follow love! 

Guy.    I’ll follow piety!167 

[Odmar retreats from Vasquez, with Alibech,  

off the stage; Guyomar fights for his father.] 

Guy. Fly, sir! While I give back that life you gave, 

Mine is well lost, if I your life can save. 

[Montezuma fights off;168 Guyomar, making his retreat, stays.] 

Guy. Tis more than man can do to ’scape them all. 

Stay, let me see where noblest I may fall.  

[He runs at Vasquez, is seized behind and taken.] 

Vasq. Conduct him off, 

And give command, he strictly guarded be. 

Guy. In vain are guards, death sets the valiant free. 

[Exit Guyomar, with guards.] 

Vasq. A glorious day! And bravely was it fought, 

Great fame our general in great dangers sought. 

From his strong arm I saw his rival run, 

And, in a crowd, th’ unequal combat shun. 

 

[Enter Cortez leading Cydaria,  

who seems crying and begging of him.] 

 

Cort. Man’s force is fruitless, and your gods would fail 

To save the city, but your tears prevail. 

I’ll of my fortune no advantage make, 

Those terms, they had once given,169 they still may take. 

 
167 piety in the sense of the Latin pietas, “loyalty,” in this case towards 

parents.  

168 fights off moves offstage, still fighting. 
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Cyd. Heaven has of right all victory designed, 

Where boundless power dwells in a will confined, 

Your Spanish honor does the world excel.170 

Cort. Our greatest honor is in loving well. 

Cyd. Strange ways you practice there, to win a heart, 

Here love is nature, but with you ’tis art. 

Cort. Love is with us as natural as here, 

But fettered up with customs more severe; 

In tedious courtship we declare our pain, 

And, ere we kindness find, first meet disdain. 

Cyd. If women love, they needless pains endure, 

Their pride and folly but delay their cure. 

Cort. What you miscall their folly, is their care, 

They know how fickle common lovers are, 

Their oaths and vows are cautiously believed, 

For few there are but have been171 once deceived. 

Cyd. But if they are not trusted when they vow, 

What other marks of passion can they show? 

Cort. With feasts, and music, all that brings delight, 

Men treat their ears, their palates, and their sight. 

Cyd. Your gallants, sure, have little eloquence, 

Failing to move the soul, they court the sense 

With pomp and trains,172 and in a crowd they woo 

When true felicity is but in two. 

But can such toys your women’s passions move? 

This is but noise and tumult, ’tis not love. 

 
169 they had once given the subject here is Cydaria’s tears. The terms (of 

surrender they gave (offered) entail Cortez’ submission to her. 

170 . . . does the world excel Heaven has fairly given victory to those 

who, though their powers over the vanquished are limitless, can 

nonetheless show restraint.  

171 but have been who have not been. 

172 trains retinue. 
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Cort. I have no reason, madam, to excuse 

Those ways of gallantry I did not use. 

My love was true, and on a nobler score. 

Cyd. Your love, alas! Then have you loved before? 

Cort. ’Tis true I loved, but she is dead, she’s dead, 

And I should think with her all beauty fled, 

Did not her fair resemblance live in you, 

And, by that image, my first flames renew. 

Cyd. Ah! Happy beauty, whosoe’er thou art! 

Though dead, thou keep’st possession of his heart; 

Thou makest me jealous to the last degree, 

And art my rival in his memory. 

Within his memory! Ah, more than so, 

Thou livest and triumph’st o’er Cydaria too. 

Cort. What strange disquiet has uncalmed your breast, 

Inhuman fair, to rob the dead of rest! 

Poor heart, she slumbers in her silent tomb, 

Let her possess in peace that narrow room. 

Cyd. Poor heart! He pities and bewails her death! 

Some god, much hated soul, restore thy breath, 

That I may kill thee. But, some ease ’twill be, 

I’ll kill myself for but resembling thee. 

Cort. I dread your anger, your disquiet fear, 

But blows, from hands so soft, who would not bear? 

So kind a passion why should I remove 

Since jealousy but shows how well we love? 

Yet jealousy so strange I never knew. 

Can she, who loves me not, disquiet you? 

For in the grave no passions fill the breast; 

’Tis all we gain by death, to be at rest. 

Cyd. That she no longer loves, brings no relief, 

Your love to her still lives, and that’s my grief. 

Cort. The object of desire once ta’en away, 
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’Tis then not love, but pity, which we pay. 

Cyd. ’Tis such a pity I should never have, 

When I must lie forgotten in the grave. 

I meant to have obliged you, when I died, 

That, after me, you should love none beside. 

But you are false already. 

Cort.    If untrue, 

By heaven, my falsehood is to her, not you. 

Cyd. Observe, sweet heaven, how falsely he does swear, 

You said, you loved me for resembling her. 

Cort. That love was in me by resemblance bred, 

But shows you cheered my sorrows for the dead. 

Cyd. You still repeat the greatness of your grief. 

Cort. If that was great, how great was the relief? 

Cyd. The first love still the strongest we account. 

Cort.  

That seems more strong which could the first surmount. 

But if you still continue thus unkind, 

Whom I love best, you, by my death,173 shall find. 

Cyd. If you should die, my death shall yours pursue, 

But yet I am not satisfied you’re true. 

Cort. Hear me, ye gods, and punish him you hear, 

If aught within the world I hold so dear! 

Cyd. You would deceive the gods and me; she’s dead, 

And is not in the world, whose love I dread. 

Name not the world, say, nothing is so dear. 

Cort. Then nothing is. Let that secure your fear. 

Cyd. ’Tis time must wear it off,174 but I must go. 

Can you your constancy in absence show? 

Cort. Misdoubt my constancy, and do not try, 

 
173  you by my death because your unkind suspicions are killing me. 

174 must wear it off wear away my fear. 
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But stay, and keep me ever in your eye.175 

Cyd. If as a prisoner I were here, you might 

Have then insisted on a conq’ror’s right, 

And stayed me here; but now my love would be 

The effect of force, and I would give it free.176 

Cort. To doubt your virtue, or your love, were sin! 

Call for the captive prince, and bring him in. 

 

[Enter Guyomar, bound and sad.] 

 

[To Guy.] You look, sir, as your fate you could not bear. 

Are Spanish fetters, then, so hard to wear? 

Fortune’s unjust, she ruins oft the brave, 

And him, who should be victor, makes the slave. 

Guy. Son of the sun, my fetters cannot be 

But glorious for me, since put on by thee! 

The ills of love, not those of fate, I fear; 

These can I brave, but those I cannot bear. 

My rival brother, while I’m held in chains, 

In freedom reaps the fruit of all my pains. 

Cort. Let it be never said that he, whose breast 

Is filled with love, should break a lover’s rest. 

Haste, lose no time! Your sister sets you free, 

And tell the king, my generous enemy, 

I offer still those terms he had before, 

 
175 Misdoubt . . . ever in your eye I had rather that you do not trust in 

my faithful love, or even test it: enforce it by your continued 

presence (which is what I really want). 

176 If as a prisoner . . . would give it free You could insist that I stay 

here, being the victor in the battle with my father’s forces. But if you 

cause me to stay by playing on my jealous fears, that’s compulsion of 

a more personal kind, which would interfere with my freely loving 

you. 
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Only ask leave his daughter to adore. 

Guy. [He embraces him.]  

Brother—that name my breast shall ever own, 

The name of foe be but in battles known— 

For some few days all hostile acts forbear, 

That, if the king consents, it seem not fear. 

His heart is noble, and great souls must be 

Most sought and courted in adversity.177 

Three days, I hope, the wished success will tell. 

Cyd. Till that long time— 

Cort.     Till that long time, farewell. 

[Exeunt severally.] 

 
177 courted in adversity a great soul, like Montezuma’s, will not yield to 

mere misfortune: careful persuasion is necessary.   
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Act Three 
 

Scene I. 
 

[A Chamber Royal.]  

 

[Enter Odmar and Alibech.] 

 

Odm. The gods, fair Alibech, had so decreed, 

Nor could my valor against fate succeed. 

Yet though our army brought not conquest home, 

I did not from the fight inglorious come. 

If, as a victor, you the brave regard, 

Successless courage, then, may hope reward, 

 

[Enter Guyomar behind him.] 

 

And I, returning safe, may justly boast, 

To win the prize which my dear brother lost. 

 

Guy. No, no, thy brother lives, and lives to be 

A witness, both against himself and thee; 

Though both in safety are returned again, 

I blush to ask her love for vanquished men. 

Odm. Brother, I’ll not dispute but you are brave, 

Yet I was free, and you, it seems, a slave. 

Guy. Odmar, ’tis true that I was captive led, 

As publicly ’tis known as that you fled. 

But of two shames, if she must one partake, 

I think the choice will not be hard to make. 

Odm. Freedom and bondage in her choice remain. 
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Darest thou expect she will put on thy chain? 

Guy. No, no, fair Alibech, give him the crown, 

My brother is returned with high renown. 

He thinks by flight his mistress must be won, 

And claims the prize, because he best did run. 

Alib. Your chains were glorious, and your flight was wise, 

But neither have o’ercome your enemies. 

My secret wishes would my choice decide, 

But open justice bends to neither side. 

Odm. Justice already does my right approve, 

If him, who loves you most, you most should love. 

My brother poorly from your aid withdrew, 

But I my father left, to succor you. 

Guy. Her country she did to herself prefer, 

Him who fought best,178 not who defended her. 

Since she her interest, for the nation’s, waived, 

Then I, who saved the king, the nation saved. 

You, aiding her, your country did betray, 

I, aiding him, did her commands obey. 

Odm. Name it no more; in love there is a time 

When dull obedience is the greatest crime. 

She to her country’s use resigned your sword, 

And you, kind lover, took her at her word. 

You did your duty to your love prefer, 

Seek your reward from duty, not from her. 

Guy. In acting what my duty did require, 

’Twas hard for me to quit my own desire, 

That fought for her, which, when I did subdue, 

’Twas much the easier task I left to you.179 

 
178 . . . him who fought best she already said that her preference would 

be for him who fought best for the nation. 

179 I left to you Once I made the hard choice to rescue our father, I left 

the easier task of rescuing her to you. 
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Alib. Odmar a more than common love has shown, 

And Guyomar’s was greater, or was none.180 

Which I should choose, some god direct my breast. 

The certain good, or the uncertain best? 

I cannot choose, you both dispute in vain, 

Time and your future acts must make it plain. 

First raise the siege, and set your country free, 

I, not the judge, but the reward, will be. 

 

[To them, enter Montezuma,  

talking with Almeria and Orbellan.] 

 

Mont. Madam, I think, with reason, I extol 

The virtue of the Spanish general. 

When all the gods our ruin have foretold, 

Yet generously he does his arms withhold, 

And, offering peace, the first conditions make.181 

Alm. When peace is offered, ’tis too late to take.182 

For one poor loss, to stoop to terms like those? 

Were we o’ercome, what could they worse impose! 

Go, go, with homage your proud victors meet, 

Go, lie like dogs beneath your masters’ feet, 

Go, and beget them slaves to dig their mines, 

And groan for gold, which now in temples shines! 

Your shameful story shall record of me, 

The men all crouched, and left a woman free! 

 
180 or was none either Guyomar’s love of country was greater, or no love 

was greater.  

181  the first conditions make begin the negotiations. 

182 ’tis too late to take The terms of peace would have been more 

acceptable earlier, when the outcome was more doubtful, and it 

might have looked like a free choice. To make peace now is to 

acknowledge total defeat. 
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Guy. Had I not fought, or durst not fight again, 

I my suspected counsel should refrain, 

For I wish peace, and any terms prefer, 

Before the last extremities of war. 

We but exasperate those we cannot harm, 

And fighting gains us but to die more warm. 

If that be cowardice, which dares not see 

The insolent effects of victory, 

The rape of matrons, and their children’s cries, 

Then I am fearful. Let the brave advise. 

Odm. Keen cutting swords, and engines killing far, 

Have prosperously begun a doubtful war, 

But now our foes with less advantage fight, 

Their strength decreases with our Indians’ fright. 

Mont. This noble vote does with my wish comply, 

I am for war. 

Alm.   And so am I. 

Orb.     And I. 

Mont. Then send to break the truce, and I’ll take care  

To cheer the soldiers, and for fight prepare. 

[Exeunt Montezuma, Odmar, Guyomar and Alibech. 

Almeria stays Orbellan] 

Alm. [To Orbellan.] ’Tis now the hour which all to rest allow, 

And sleep sits heavy upon every brow. 

In this dark silence softly leave the town, 

 

[Guyomar returns, and hears them.] 

 

And to the general’s tent, ’tis quickly known,183 

Direct your steps. You may dispatch him straight, 

Drowned in his sleep, and easy for his fate. 

 
183 ’tis quickly known it’s easy to recognize. 
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Besides, the truce will make the guards more slack. 

Orb. Courage, which leads me on, will bring me back. 

But I more fear the baseness of the thing; 

Remorse, you know, bears a perpetual sting. 

Alm. For mean remorse no room the valiant find, 

Repentance is the virtue of weak minds. 

For want of judgment keeps them doubtful still: 

They may repent of good, who can of ill, 

But daring courage makes ill actions good;184 

’Tis foolish pity spares a rival’s blood. 

You shall about it straight. [Exeunt Almeria and Orbellan.] 

Guy.     Would they betray 

His sleeping virtue, by so mean a way? 

And yet this Spaniard is our nation’s foe, 

I wish him dead—but cannot wish it so: 

Either my country never must be freed, 

Or I consenting to so black a deed! 

Would chance had never led my steps this way, 

Now if he dies, I murder him, not they. 

Something must be resolved ere ’tis too late. 

He gave me freedom, I’ll prevent his fate. [Exit Guyomar.] 

Scene II. 

[A Camp. Enter Cortez alone, in a night-gown.] 

 

Cort. All things are hushed, as185 nature’s self lay dead, 

The mountains seem to nod their drowsy head, 

 
184 they may repent of good who can of ill cowardly people (“weak 

minds”) lack resolve (“judgment”) and are always indecisive 

(“doubtful”). Persons who can repent their ill actions may also be 

restrained from good ones by their faint-hearted scruples.  

185 as as if. 
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The little birds, in dreams, their songs repeat, 

And sleeping flowers beneath the night-dew sweat. 

Ev’n lust and envy sleep, yet love denies 

Rest to my soul, and slumber to my eyes. 

Three days I promised to attend my doom, 

And two long days and nights are yet to come. 

[Noise within.] ’Tis sure the noise of some tumultuous fight, 

They break the truce, and sally out by night. 

 

[Enter Orbellan, flying in the dark, his sword drawn.] 

 

Orb. Betrayed, pursued! O, whither shall I fly? 

See, see, the just reward of treachery; 

I’m sure among the tents, but know not where, 

Even night wants186 darkness to secure my fear. 

[Comes near Cortez, who hears him.] 

Cort. Stand, who goes there? 

Orb. [Aside.]    Alas, what shall I say? 

[To him.] —A poor Taxallan that mistook his way, 

And wanders in the terrors of the night. 

Cort. Soldier, thou seem’st afraid, whence comes thy fright? 

Orb. The insolence of Spaniards caused my fear, 

Who in the dark pursued me entering here. 

Cort. Their crimes shall meet immediate punishment, 

But stay thou safe within the general’s tent. 

Orb. [Aside.] Still worse and worse. 

Cort.      Fear not, but follow me, 

Upon my life I’ll set thee safe and free. 

[Cortez leads him in, and returns.]  

 

[To him Vasquez, Pizarro, and Spaniards with torches.] 

 
186 wants lacks. 
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Vasq. O sir, thank heaven, and your brave Indian friend, 

That you are safe. Orbellan did intend 

This night to kill you sleeping in your tent, 

But Guyomar his trusty slave has sent, 

Who, following close his silent steps by night, 

Till in our camp they both approached the light, 

Cried, “Seize the traitor, seize the murderer!” 

The cruel villain fled I know not where, 

But far he is not, for he this way bent. 

Piz. The enraged soldiers seek, from tent to tent, 

With lighted torches, and in love to you, 

With bloody vows his hated life pursue. 

Vasq. This messenger does, since he came, relate, 

That the old king, after a long debate, 

By his imperious mistress blindly led, 

Has given Cydaria to Orbellan’s bed. 

Cort. Vasquez, the trusty slave with you retain, 

Retire a while, I’ll call you back again. 

[Exeunt Vasquez and Pizarro. Cortez at his tent door.] 

Indian, come forth, your enemies are gone, 

And I, who saved you from them, here alone. 

 

[Enter Orbellan, holding his face aside.] 

 

You hide your face, as you were still afraid, 

Dare you not look on him, who gave you aid? 

Orb. Moon, slip behind some cloud, some tempest, rise, 

And blow out all the stars that light the skies, 

To shroud my shame. 

Cort.    In vain you turn aside, 

And hide your face; your name you cannot hide. 

I know my rival and his black design. 
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Orb. Forgive it, as my passion’s fault, not mine. 

Cort. In your excuse your love does little say, 

You might, howe’er, have took a fairer way. 

Orb. ’Tis true, my passion small defense can make, 

Yet you must spare me for your honor’s sake, 

That was engaged to set me safe and free. 

Cort. ’Twas to a stranger, not an enemy, 

Nor is it prudence to prolong thy breath, 

When all my hopes depend upon thy death. 

Yet none shall tax me with base perjury, 

Something I’ll do, both for myself and thee. 

With vowed revenge my soldiers search each tent, 

If thou art seen, none can thy death prevent, 

Follow my steps with silence and with haste. 

Scene III. 

[They go out, the scene changes to the Indian Country,  

they return.] 

 

Cort. Now you are safe, you have my outguards past. 

Orb. Then here I take my leave. 

Cort.     Orbellan, no, 

When you return, you to Cydaria go, 

I’ll send a message. 

Orb.   Let it be expressed, 

I am in haste. 

Cort. [Draws.]   I’ll write it in your breast.  

Orb. What means my rival? 

Cort.     Either fight or die, 

I’ll not strain honor to a point too high. 

I saved your life, and keep it if you can, 

Cydaria shall be for the bravest man. 
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On equal terms you shall your fortune try, 

[Gives him a sword.] 

Take this, and lay your flint-edged weapon by.  

I’ll arm you for my glory, and pursue 

No palm, but what’s to manly virtue due. 

Fame, with my conquest, shall my courage tell. 

This you shall gain, by placing love so well.187 

Orb. Fighting with you, ungrateful I appear. 

Cort. Under that shadow, thou would’st hide thy fear, 

Thou would’st possess thy love at thy return, 

And in her arms my easy virtue188 scorn. 

Orb. Since we must fight, no longer let’s delay, 

The moon shines clear, and makes a paler day. 

[They fight, Orbellan is wounded in the hand,  

his sword falls out of it.] 

Cort. To courage, even of foes, there’s pity due, 

It was not I, but fortune, vanquished you.  

[Throws his sword again.] 

Thank me with that, and so dispute the prize, 

As if you fought before Cydaria’s eyes. 

Orb. I would not poorly such a gift requite, 

You gave me not this sword to yield, but fight. 

[He strives to hold it, but cannot.] 

But see, where yours has forced its bloody way, 

My wounded hand my heart does ill obey. 

Cort. Unlucky honor, that control’st my will, 

Why have I vanquished, since I must not kill? 

Fate sees thy life lodged in189 a brittle glass, 

 
187 by placing love so well by loving Cydaria, who is so worthy to be 

loved. 

188 easy virtue cowardice. Dryden is thinking of the Latin virtus, whence 

our “virtue” properly means “courage” or “manliness.” 

189 lodged in the meaning is “lodged behind.” 
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And looks it through, but to it cannot pass. 

Orb. All I can do is frankly to confess, 

I wish I could, but cannot, love her less. 

To swear I would resign her, were but vain, 

Love would recall that perjured breath again, 

And in my wretched case, ’twill be more just, 

Not to have promised, than deceive your trust. 

Know, if I live once more to see the town, 

In bright Cydaria’s arms my love I’ll crown. 

Cort. In spite of that, I give thee liberty, 

And with thy person leave thy honor free, 

But to thy wishes move a speedy pace, 

Or death will soon o’ertake thee in the chase. 

To arms, to arms! Fate shows my love the way, 

I’ll force the city on thy nuptial day. [Exeunt severally.] 

Scene IV. 

[Mexico. Enter Montezuma, Odmar, Guyomar, Almeria.] 

 

Mont. It moves my wonder that in two days space, 

This early famine spreads so swift apace. 

Odm. ’Tis, sir, the general cry, nor seems it strange, 

The face of plenty should so swiftly change. 

This city never felt a siege before, 

But from the lake received its daily store, 

Which now shut up, and millions crowded here, 

Famine will soon in multitudes appear. 

Mont. The more the number, still the greater shame. 

Alm. What if some one should seek immortal fame, 

By ending of the siege at one brave blow? 

Mont. That were too happy! 

Alm.     Yet it may be so. 
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What if the Spanish general should be slain? 

Guy. [Aside.] Just heavens I hope, does otherwise ordain. 

Mont. If slain by treason, I lament his death. 

 

[Enter Orbellan, and whispers to his sister.] 

 

Odm. Orbellan seems in haste and out of breath. 

Mont. Orbellan, welcome; you are early here, 

A bridegroom’s haste does in your looks appear. 

Alm. [Aside to her brother.]  

Betrayed! No, ’twas thy cowardice and fear, 

He had not ’scaped with life, had I been there. 

But since so ill you act a brave design, 

Keep close your shame. Fate makes the next turn mine. 

 

[Enter Alibech and Cydaria.] 

 

Alib. O sir, if ever pity touched your breast, 

Let it be now to your own blood expressed. 

In tears your beauteous daughter drowns her sight, 

Silent as dews that fall in dead of night. 

Cyd. To your commands I strict obedience owe, 

And my last act of it I come to show. 

I want the heart to die before your eyes, 

But grief will finish that which fear denies. 

Alm. Your will should by your father’s precept move. 

Cyd. When he was young he taught me truth in love. 

Alm. He found more love than he deserved, ’tis true, 

And that, it seems, is lucky too to you. 

Your father’s folly took a headstrong course, 

But I’ll rule yours, and teach you love by force. 

 

[Enter Messenger.] 
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Mess. Arm, arm, O king! The enemy comes on, 

A sharp assault already is begun, 

Their murdering guns play fiercely on the walls. 

Odm. Now, rival, let us run where honor calls. 

Guy. I have discharged what gratitude did owe, 

And the brave Spaniard is again my foe. 

[Exeunt Odmar and Guyomar.] 

Mont. Our walls are high, and multitudes defend. 

Their vain attempt must in their ruin end, 

The nuptials with my presence shall be graced. 

Alib. At least but stay ’till the assault be past. 

Alm. Sister, in vain you urge him to delay, 

The king has promised, and he shall obey. 

 

[Enter Second Messenger.] 

 

2 Mess. From several parts the enemy’s repelled, 

One only quarter to the assault does yield. 

 

[Enter Third Messenger.] 

 

3 Mess. Some foes are entered, but they are so few, 

They only death, not victory, pursue. 

Orb. Hark, hark, they shout! 

From virtue’s rules I do too meanly swerve, 

I, by my courage, will your love deserve. [Exit.] 

Mont. Here, in the heart of all the town, I’ll stay, 

And timely succor, where it wants, convey. 

 

[A noise within. Enter Orbellan, Indians driven in,  

Cortez after them, and one or two Spaniards.] 
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Cort. He’s found, he’s found! Degenerate coward, stay, 

Night saved thee once, thou shalt not scape by day. 

[Kills Orbellan.] 

Orb. O, I am killed. [Dies.] 

 

[Enter Guyomar and Odmar. Cortez is beset.] 

 

Guy. Yield, generous stranger, and preserve your life. 

Why choose you death in this unequal strife? 

[Almeria and Alibech seem to weep over Orbellan’s body.] 

Cort. What nobler fate could any lover meet? 

I fall revenged, and at my mistress’ feet. 

[They fall on him, and bear him down, Guyomar takes his sword.] 

Alib. He’s past recovery; my dear brother’s slain, 

Fate’s hand was in it, and my care is vain. 

Alm. In weak complaints you vainly waste your breath, 

They are not tears that can revenge his death. 

Dispatch the villain strait. 

Cort.     The villain’s dead. 

Alm. Give me a sword, and let me take his head. 

Mont. Though, madam, for your brother’s loss I grieve,  

Yet let me beg— 

Alm.   His murderer may live? 

Cyd. ’Twas his misfortune, and the chance of war. 

Cort. It was my purpose, and I killed him fair, 

How could you so unjust and cruel prove, 

To call that chance, which was the act of love? 

Cyd. I called it any thing to save your life. 

Would he were living still, and I his wife; 

That wish was once my greatest misery, 

But ’tis a greater to behold you die. 

Alm. Either command his death upon the place, 

Or never more behold Almeria’s face. 
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Guy. [To Montezuma.] 

You by his valor once from death were freed, 

Can you forget so generous a deed? 

Mont. How gratitude and love divide my breast! 

Both ways alike my soul is robbed of rest. 

But, let him die—Can I his sentence give, 

Ungrateful? Must he die, by whom I live? 

But can I then Almeria’s tears deny? 

Should any live whom she commands to die? 

Guy. Approach who dares. He yielded on my word, 

[Gives his sword.] And, as my prisoner, I restore his sword.  

His life concerns the safety of the state, 

And I’ll preserve it for a calm debate. 

Mont. Dar’st thou rebel, false and degenerate boy 

That being, which I gave, I thus destroy. 

[Offers to kill him, Odmar steps between.] 

Odm. My brother’s blood I cannot see you spill 

Since he prevents you but from doing ill. 

He is my rival, but his death would be 

For him too glorious, and too base for me.190 

Guy. Thou shalt not conquer in this noble strife. 

Alas, I meant not to defend my life. 

Strike, sir, you never pierced a breast more true, 

’Tis the last wound I e’er can take for you. 

You see I live but to dispute your will, 

Kill me, and then you may my prisoner kill. 

Cort. You shall not, generous youths, contend for me, 

It is enough that I your honor see, 

But that your duty may no blemish take, 

I will myself your father’s captive make. 

[Gives his sword to Montezuma.] 

 
190 too base for me I would be degraded if I allowed it. 
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When he dares strike, I am prepared to fall, 

The Spaniards will revenge their general. 

Cyd. Ah, you too hastily your life resign, 

You more would love it, if you valued mine! 

Cort. Dispatch me quickly, I my death forgive, 

I shall grow tender else, and wish to live. 

Such an infectious face her sorrow wears, 

I can bear death, but not Cydaria’s tears. 

Alm. Make haste, make haste, they merit death all three, 

They for rebellion, and for murder he. 

See, see, my brother’s ghost hangs hovering there 

O’er his warm blood, that steams into the air, 

Revenge, revenge, it cries. 

Mont.   And it shall have, 

But two days respite for his life I crave. 

If in that space you not more gentle prove, 

I’ll give a fatal proof how well I love. 

’Till when, you, Guyomar, your prisoner take, 

Bestow him in the castle on the lake. 

In that small time I shall the conquest gain 

Of these few sparks of virtue which remain,191 

Then all, who shall my headlong passion see, 

Shall curse my crimes, and yet shall pity me. 

[Exeunt.] 

 
191 which remain (within me). That is, I shall overcome my scruples. 
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Act Four 
 

Scene I. 

 
[A prison. Enter Almeria and an Indian, they speak entering.] 

 

Ind. A dangerous proof of my respect I show. 

Alm. Fear not, Prince Guyomar shall never know. 

While he is absent let us not delay. 

Remember, tis the king thou dost obey. 

Ind. See where he sleeps. 

[Cortez appears chained and laid asleep.] 

Alm.     Without, my coming wait, 

And, on thy life, secure the prison gate. [Exit Indian.]  

[She plucks out a dagger, and approaches him.] 

Spaniard, awake: thy fatal hour is come, 

Thou shalt not at such ease receive thy doom. 

Revenge is sure, though sometimes slowly paced. 

Awake, awake, or, sleeping, sleep thy last. 

Cort. Who names revenge? 

Alm.     Look up, and thou shalt see. 

Cort. I cannot fear so fair an enemy. 

Alm. No aid is nigh, nor canst thou make defense. 

Whence can thy courage come? 

Cort.     From innocence. 

Alm. From innocence? Let that then take thy part. 

[Holds up the dagger.]  

Still are thy looks assured—have at thy heart!  

[Goes back.]  

I cannot kill thee; sure thou bear’st some charm, 

Or some divinity holds back my arm. 

[Aside.] Why do I thus delay to make him bleed? 
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Can I want courage for so brave a deed? 

[Comes again.] I’ve shook it off, my soul is free from fear, 

And I can now strike anywhere—but here. 

His scorn of death, how strangely does it move! 

[Goes off.] A mind so haughty who could choose but love! 

Plead not a charm, or any god’s command, 

Alas, it is thy heart that holds thy hand, 

In spite of me I love, and see, too late, 

My mother’s pride must find my mother’s fate. 

Thy country’s foe! Thy brother’s murderer! 

For shame, Almeria, such mad thoughts forbear. 

[Coming on again.] It w’onnot192 be, if I once more come on, 

[Comes with her dagger down.] 

—I shall mistake the breast, and pierce my own. 

Cort. Does your revenge maliciously forbear 

To give me death, ’till ’tis prepared by fear? 

If you delay for that, forbear or strike, 

Foreseen and sudden death are both alike. 

Alm. [Aside.] To show my love would but increase his pride, 

They have most power, who most their passions hide. 

—Spaniard, I must confess, I did expect 

You could not meet your death with such neglect, 

I will defer it now, and give you time. 

You may repent, and I forget your crime. 

Cort. Those who repent acknowledge they do ill, 

I did not unprovoked your brother kill. 

Alm. Petition me, perhaps I may forgive. 

Cort. Who begs his life does not deserve to live. 

Alm. But if ’tis given, you’ll not refuse to take? 

Cort. I can live gladly for Cydaria’s sake. 

 
192 w’onnot a hybrid form, between “will not” and “won’t,” which did 

not survive into our usage. 
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Alm. Does she so wholly then possess your mind? 

What if you should another lady find,  

Equal to her in birth, and far above 

In all that can attract or keep your love, 

Would you so dote upon your first desire, 

As not to entertain a nobler fire?  

Cort. I think that person hardly will be found, 

With gracious form and equal virtue crowned. 

Yet if another could precedence claim, 

My fixed desires could find no fairer aim. 

Alm. [Aside.] Dull ignorance! He cannot yet conceive, 

To speak more plain, shame will not give me leave. 

[To him.] Suppose one loved you, whom even kings adore, 

Who, with your life, your freedom would restore, 

And add to that the crown of Mexico, 

Would you, for her, Cydaria’s love forego? 

Cort. Though she could offer all you can invent, 

I could not of my faith, once vowed, repent. 

Alm. [Aside.] A burning blush has covered all my face, 

Why am I forced to publish my disgrace? 

[To him.] What if I love—you know it cannot be, 

And yet I blush to put the case, ’twere me— 

If I could love you with a flame so true, 

I could forget what hand my brother slew? 

—Make out the rest—I am disordered so, 

I know not farther what to say or do. 

But answer me to what you think I meant. 

Cort. Reason or wit no answer can invent, 

Of words confused who can the meaning find? 

Alm. Disordered words show a distempered mind. 

Cort. [Aside.] She has obliged me so, that could I choose, 

I would not answer what I must refuse.  

Alm. [Aside.]  
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His mind is shook 

   —Suppose I loved you, speak, 

Would you for me Cydaria’s fetters break? 

Cort. Things meant in jest no serious answer need. 

Alm. But, put the case that it were so indeed. 

Cort. If it were so—which but to think were pride— 

My constant love would dangerously be tried, 

For since you could a brother’s death forgive, 

He, whom you save, for you alone should live. 

But I, the most unhappy of mankind, 

Ere I knew yours, have all my love resigned. 

’Tis my own loss I grieve, who have no more, 

You go a-begging to a bankrupt’s door. 

Yet could I change, as sure I never can, 

How could you love so infamous a man? 

For love, once given from her, and placed in you, 

Would leave no ground I ever could be true. 

Alm. You construed me aright— I was in jest, 

And by that offer meant to sound your breast, 

Which since I find so constant to your love, 

Will much my value193 of your worth improve. 

Spaniard, assure yourself you shall not be 

Obliged to quit Cydaria for me. 

’Tis dangerous though to treat me in this sort, 

And to refuse my offers, though in sport. [Exit Almeria.] 

Cort. [Solus.] In what a strange condition am I left? 

More than I wish I have, of all I wish bereft! 

In wishing nothing, we enjoy still most, 

For even our wish is, in possession, lost.194 

 
193 value evaluation. 

194 our wish is in possession, lost if we are controlled by our desires, 

even gaining what we wish for is no pleasure, for we lose interest in 

whatever we already have and immediately want something new.  
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Restless, we wander to a new desire, 

And burn ourselves, by blowing up the fire, 

We toss and turn about our feverish will, 

When all our ease must come by lying still. 

For all the happiness mankind can gain 

Is not in pleasure, but in rest from pain. 

[Goes in, and the scene closes upon him.] 

Scene II. 
 

[Chamber-royal.] 

 

[Enter Montezuma, Odmar, Guyomar, Alibech.] 

 

Mont. My ears are deaf with195 this impatient crowd. 

Odm. Their wants are now grown mutinous and loud. 

The general’s taken, but the siege remains, 

And their last food our dying men sustains. 

Guy. One means is only left. I to this hour 

Have kept the captive from Almeria’s power, 

And though, by your command, she often sent 

To urge his doom, do still his death prevent. 

Mont. That hope is past. Him I have oft assailed, 

But neither threats nor kindness have prevailed. 

Hiding our wants, I offered to release 

His chains, and equally conclude a peace. 

He fiercely answered, I had now no way 

But to submit, and without terms obey. 

I told him, he in chains demanded more 

Than he imposed in victory before. 

He sullenly replied, he could not make 

 
195 deaf with deafened by. 
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These offers now; honor must give, not take.196 

Odm. Twice have I sallied, and was twice beat back. 

What desp’rate course remains for us to take? 

Mont. If either death or bondage I must choose, 

I’ll keep my freedom, though my life I lose. 

Guy. I’ll not upbraid you, that you once refused 

Those means you might have then with honor used. 

I’ll lead your men, perhaps bring victory; 

They know to conquer best, who know to die. 

[Exeunt Montezuma, Odmar.] 

Alib. Ah me, what have I heard! Stay, Guyomar, 

What hope you from this sally you prepare? 

Guy. A death, with honor, for my country’s good, 

A death, to which yourself designed197 my blood. 

Alib. You heard, and I well know, the town’s distress, 

Which sword and famine both at once oppress; 

Famine so fierce, that what’s denied man’s use, 

Even deadly plants, and herbs of poisonous juice, 

Wild hunger seeks and, to prolong our breath, 

We greedily devour our certain death. 

The soldier in th’ assault of famine falls, 

And ghosts, not men, are watching on the walls. 

As callow198 birds, 

Whose mother’s killed in seeking of the prey, 

Cry in their nest, and think her long away, 

And at each leaf that stirs, each blast of wind, 

Gape for the food, which they must never find, 

 
196 honor must give, not take Cortez says his pre-war proposals are no 

longer possible. War having begun, his soldier’s honor dictates that 

he must give (impose terms of peace) not take (accept terms of 

peace). 

197 designed intended. 

198 callow immature 
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So cry the people in their misery. 

Guy. And what relief can they expect from me? 

Alib. While Montezuma sleeps, call in the foe, 

The captive general your design may know. 

His noble heart, to honor ever true, 

Knows how to spare as well as to subdue. 

Guy. What I have heard I blush to hear, and grieve 

Those words you spoke I must your words believe.199 

I to do this! I, whom you once thought brave, 

To sell my country, and my king enslave? 

All I have done by one foul act deface, 

And yield my right to you, by turning base? 

What more could Odmar wish that I should do, 

To lose your love, than you persuade me to? 

No, madam, no, I never can commit 

A deed so ill, nor can you suffer it. 

’Tis but to try what virtue you can find 

Lodged in my soul. 

Alib.   —I plainly speak my mind. 

Dear as my life my virtue I’ll preserve, 

But virtue you too scrupulously serve. 

I loved not more than now my country’s good, 

When for its service I employed your blood. 

But things are altered, I am still the same, 

By different ways still moving to one fame,200 

And by disarming you, I now do more 

To save the town, than arming you before. 

Guy. Things good or ill by circumstances be, 

In you ’tis virtue, what is vice in me. 

 
199 I must your words believe I am saddened that I must believe you 

mean what you say. 

200 still moving to one fame tending to one purpose (the public good), 

which will result in renown. 
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Alib. That ill is pardoned, which does good procure. 

Guy. The good’s uncertain, but the ill is sure. 

Alib. When kings grow stubborn, slothful, or unwise, 

Each private man for public good should rise. 

Guy. Take heed, fair maid, how monarchs you accuse, 

Such reasons none but impious rebels use, 

Those, who to empire by dark paths aspire, 

Still plead a call201 to what they most desire; 

But kings by free consent their kingdoms take,202 

Strict as those sacred ties which nuptials make, 

And whate’er faults in princes time reveal, 

None can be judge where can be no appeal. 

Alib. In all debates you plainly let me see 

You love your virtue best, but Odmar me. 

Go, your mistaken piety pursue, 

I’ll have from him what is denied by you. 

With my commands you shall no more be graced. 

Remember, sir, this trial was your last. 

Guy. The gods inspire you with a better mind, 

Make you more just, and make you then more kind! 

But though from virtue’s rules I cannot part, 

Think I deny you with a bleeding heart. 

’Tis hard with me whatever choice I make, 

I must not merit you, or must forsake, 

But, in this strait, to honor I’ll be true, 

And leave my fortune to the gods and you.  

 

[Enter Messenger privately.] 

 

 
201 still plead a call always claim that they are called (to their course of 

action by a higher purpose). 

202 by free consent their kingdoms take kings obtain rule by consent of 

the governed, but this consent, once given, cannot be taken back. 
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Mess. Now is the time. Be aiding to your fate, 

From the watch-tower, above the western-gate, 

I have discerned the foe securely lie, 

Too proud to fear a beaten enemy. 

Their careless chiefs to the cool grottoes run, 

The bowers of kings, to shade them from the sun. 

Guy. Upon thy life disclose thy news to none, 

I’ll make the conquest or the shame my own. 

[Exit Guyomar and Messenger.] 

 

[Enter Odmar.] 

 

Alib. I read some welcome message in his eye. 

Prince Odmar comes, I’ll see if he’ll deny. 

Odmar, I come to tell you pleasing news, 

I begged a thing, your brother did refuse. 

Odm. The news both pleases me, and grieves me too, 

For nothing, sure, should be denied to you. 

But he was blessed who might commanded be, 

You never meant that happiness to me. 

Alib. What he refused, your kindness might bestow, 

But my commands, perhaps, your burden grow.203 

Odm. Could I but live till burdensome they prove, 

My life would be immortal as my love. 

Your wish, ere it receive a name, I grant. 

Alib. ’Tis to relieve your dying country’s want. 

All hopes of succor from your arms is past, 

To save us now you must our ruin haste, 

Give up the town, and, to oblige him more, 

The captive general’s liberty restore. 

Odm. You speak to try my love; can you forgive 

 
203 your burden grow are growing burdensome to you. 
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So soon, to let your brother’s murderer live? 

Alib. Orbellan, though my brother, did disgrace, 

With treacherous deeds, our mighty mother’s race, 

And to revenge his blood, so justly spilt, 

What is it less than to partake his guilt? 

Though my proud sister to revenge incline, 

I to my country’s good my own resign. 

Odm. To save our lives, our freedom I betray 

—yet, since I promised it, I will obey. 

I’ll not my shame nor your commands dispute. 

You shall behold your empire’s absolute. [Exit Odmar.] 

Alib. I should have thanked him for his speedy grant, 

And yet, I know not how, fit words I want. 

Sure I am grown distracted in my mind, 

That joy this grant should bring, I cannot find. 

The one, denying, vexed my soul before, 

And this, obeying, has disturbed me more. 

The one, with grief, and slowly, did refuse, 

The other, in his grant, much haste did use. 

—He used too much and, granting me so soon, 

He has the merit of the gift undone. 

Methought with wondrous ease he swallowed down 

His forfeit honor, to betray the town. 

My inward choice was Guyomar before, 

But now his virtue has confirmed me more 

—I rave, I rave, for Odmar will obey, 

And then my promise must my choice betray. 

Fantastic honor, thou hast framed a toil 

Thyself, to make thy love thy virtue’s spoil.204 [Exit Alibech.] 

 
204 . . . thy virtue’s spoil Alibech must sacrifice her love for Guyomar to 

keep her word to Odmar. 
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Scene III. 

[A pleasant grotto discovered, in it a fountain spouting; round 

about it Vasquez, Pizarro, and other Spaniards, lying carelessly 

unarmed, and by them many Indian women, one of which sings 

the following song.] 

SONG. 

Ah fading joy! How quickly art thou past! 

Yet we thy ruin haste: 

As if the cares of human life were few, 

We seek out new, 

And follow fate, which would too fast pursue. 

 

See, how on every bough the birds express, 

In their sweet notes, their happiness. 

They all enjoy, and nothing spare, 

But on their mother nature lay their care. 

Why then should man, the lord of all below, 

Such troubles choose to know, 

As none of all his subjects undergo? 

 

Hark, hark, the waters, fall, fall, fall, 

And with a murmuring sound 

Dash, dash, upon the ground, 

To gentle slumbers call. 

 

[After the song two Spaniards arise, and dance a saraband with 

castanietas: At the end of which Guyomar and his Indians enter, 

and, ere the Spaniards can recover their swords, seize them.] 

 

Guy. Those, whom you took without, in triumph bring, 
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But see these straight conducted to the king. 

Piz. Vasquez, what now remains in these extremes? 

Vasq. Only to wake us from our golden dreams. 

Piz. Since by our shameful conduct we have lost 

Freedom, wealth, honor, which we value most, 

I wish they would our lives a period give. 

They live too long, who happiness outlive. 

[Spaniards are led out.] 

1 Ind. See, sir, how quickly your success is spread, 

The king comes marching in the army’s head. 

 

[Enter Montezuma, Alibech, Odmar discontented.] 

 

Mont. [Embracing.]  

Now all the gods reward and bless my son,  

Thou hast this day thy father’s youth outdone. 

Alib. Just heaven all happiness upon him shower, 

Till it confess its will beyond its power. 

Guy. The heavens are kind, the gods propitious be, 

I only doubt a mortal deity;205 

I neither fought for conquest, nor for fame, 

Your love alone can recompense my flame. 

Alib. I gave my love to the most brave in war, 

But that the king must judge. 

Mont.    ’Tis Guyomar. 

[Soldiers shout, A Guyomar,206 &c.] 

Mont. This day your nuptials we will celebrate, 

But guard these haughty captives ’till their fate. 

 
205 doubt a mortal deity my only worry is about whether I shall be able 

to marry you, Alibech, who are to me like a goddess. 

206 a Guyomar an “a” before a person’s name changes it to a war-cry. 

The “a” is not the indefinite article, but an intensifying vocative. In 

modern English the phrase would be “O Guyomar!” 
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Odmar, this night to keep them be your care, 

To-morrow for their sacrifice prepare. 

Alib. Blot not your conquest with your cruelty. 

Mont. Fate says, we are not safe unless they die. 

The spirit, that foretold this happy day, 

Bid me use caution and avoid delay. 

Posterity be juster to my fame, 

Nor call it murder, when each private man 

In his defense may justly do the same.207 

But private persons more than monarchs can, 

All weigh our acts, and whate’er seems unjust, 

Impute not to necessity, but lust. 

[Exeunt Montezuma, Guyomar and Alibech.] 

Odm. Lost and undone! He had my father’s voice, 

And Alibech seemed pleased with her new choice. 

Alas, it was not new! Too late I see, 

Since one she hated, that it must be me. 

I feel a strange temptation in my will 

To do an action, great at once and ill. 

Virtue, ill treated, from my soul is fled, 

I by revenge and love am wholly led. 

Yet conscience would against my rage rebel 

—Conscience, the foolish pride of doing well! 

Sink empire, father perish, brother fall, 

Revenge does more than recompense you all. 

Conduct the prisoners in. 

 

[Enter Vasquez, and Pizarro.] 

 

Spaniards, you see your own deplored estate, 

 
207 justly do the same kill their enemies to preserve their own lives and 

those of their dependents. 
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What dare you do to reconcile your fate? 

Vasq. All that despair, with courage joined, can do. 

Odm. An easy way to victory I’ll show. 

When all are buried in their sleep or joy, 

I’ll give you arms: burn, ravish, and destroy. 

For my own share one beauty I design, 

Engage your honor that she shall be mine. 

Piz. I gladly swear. 

Vasq.  And I, but I request 

That in return one, who has touched my breast, 

Whose name I know not, may be given to me. 

Odm. Spaniard, ’tis just; she’s yours, whoe’er she be. 

Vasq. The night comes on: if fortune bless the bold, 

I shall possess the beauty. 

Piz.    I the gold. [Exeunt.] 

Scene IV. 
 

[A Prison. Cortez discovered bound, Almeria talking with him.] 

 

Alm. I come not now your constancy to prove, 

You may believe me when I say I love. 

Cort. You have too well instructed me before 

In your intentions, to believe you more. 

Alm. I’m justly plagued by this your unbelief, 

And am myself the cause of my own grief, 

But to beg love, I cannot stoop so low, 

It is enough that you my passion know. 

[Lays hold on the dagger.] 

’Tis in your choice, love me, or love me not, 

I have not yet my brother’s death forgot. 

Cort. You menace me and court me in a breath, 

Your Cupid looks as dreadfully as death. 
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Alm. Your hopes, without, are vanished into smoke, 

Your captains taken, and your armies broke. 

Cort. In vain you urge me with my miseries. 

When fortune falls, high courages can rise. 

Now should I change my love, it would appear 

Not the effect of gratitude, but fear. 

Alm. I’ll to the king, and make it my request, 

Or my command, that you may be released, 

And make you judge, when I have set you free, 

Who best deserves your passion, I or she. 

Cort. You tempt my faith so generous a way, 

As without guilt might constancy betray.208 

But I’m so far from meriting esteem, 

That, if I judge, I must myself condemn.209 

Yet having given my worthless heart before, 

What I must ne’er possess, I will adore. 

Take my devotion then this humbler way, 

[Kisses her hand.] Devotion is the love which heaven we pay. 

 

[Enter Cydaria.] 

 

Cyd. May I believe my eyes? What do I see? 

Is this her hate to him, his love to me? 

’Tis in my breast she sheaths her dagger now. 

[To him.] False man, is this thy faith? Is this thy vow? 

Cort. What words, dear saint, are these I hear you use? 

What faith, what vows, are those which you accuse? 

Cyd. More cruel than the tiger o’er his spoil, 

And falser than the weeping crocodile, 

Can you add vanity to guilt, and take 

 
208 might constancy betray your temptation would corrupt Constancy 

itself. 

209 Must myself condemn must judge myself unworthy of your love. 
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A pride to hear the conquests which you make? 

Go, publish your renown; let it be said, 

You have a woman, and that loved,210 betrayed. 

Cort. With what injustice is my faith accused! 

Life, freedom, empire, I at once refused, 

And would again ten thousand times, for you. 

Alm. [Aside.] She’ll have too great content to find him true,211 

And therefore, since his love is not for me, 

I’ll help to make my rival’s misery.  

[To him.] Spaniard, I never thought you false before, 

Can you at once two mistresses adore? 

Keep the poor soul no longer in suspense, 

Your change is such as does not need defense. 

Cort. Riddles like these I cannot understand. 

Alm. Why should you blush? She saw you kiss my hand. 

Cyd. Fear not, I will, while your first love’s denied, 

Favor your shame, and turn my eyes aside, 

My feeble hopes in her deserts are lost, 

I neither can such power nor beauty boast. 

I have no tie upon you to be true, 

But that, which loosened yours: my love to you. 

Cort. Could you have heard my words! 

Cyd.     Alas, what needs 

To hear your words, when I beheld your deeds? 

Cort. What shall I say? The fate of love is such, 

That still it sees too little or too much. 

That act of mine, which does your passion move, 

Was but a mark of my respect, not love. 

Alm. Vex not yourself excuses to prepare, 

For one you love not is not worth your care. 

 
210 and that loved and one who loved. 

211 Too great content to find him true she will be only too happy when 

she learns that he is true to her. 
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Cort. Cruel Almeria, take that life you gave 

Since you but worse destroy me while you save. 

Cyd. No, let me die, and I’ll my claim resign, 

For while I live, methinks, you should be mine. 

Cort. The bloodiest vengeance, which she could pursue, 

Would be a trifle to my loss of you. 

Cyd. Your change was wise, for, had she been denied, 

A swift revenge had followed from her pride, 

You from my gentle nature had no fears, 

All my revenge is only in my tears. 

Cort. Can you imagine I so mean could prove, 

To save my life by changing of my love? 

Cyd. Since death is that which nat’rally we shun, 

You did no more than I, perhaps, had done. 

Cort. Make me not doubt, fair soul, your constancy, 

You would have died for love, and so would I. 

Alm. You may believe him; you have seen it proved. 

Cort. Can I not gain belief how I have loved? 

What can thy ends, malicious beauty, be? 

Can he, who killed thy brother, live for thee? 

[A noise of clashing of swords.  

Vasquez within, Indians against him.] 

Vasq. [Within.]  

Yield, slaves, or die; our swords shall force our way. 

Ind. [Within.]  

We cannot, though o’er-powered, our trust betray. 

Cort. ’Tis Vasquez’s voice, he brings me liberty. 

Vasq. [Within.] In spite of fate I’ll set my general free, 

Now victory for us, the town’s our own. 

Alm. All hopes of safety and of love are gone. 

As when some dreadful thunder-clap is nigh, 

The wingèd fire shoots swiftly through the sky, 

Strikes and consumes, ere scarce it does appear, 
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And by the sudden ill prevents the fear; 

Such is my state in this amazing woe, 

It leaves no power to think, much less to do. 

[Aside.] But shall my rival live, shall she enjoy 

That love in peace, I labored to destroy? 

Cort. Her looks grow black as a tempestuous wind, 

Some raging thoughts are rolling in her mind. 

Alm. Rival, I must your jealousy remove; 

You shall, hereafter, be at rest for love. 

Cyd. Now you are kind. 

Alm.    He whom you love is true, 

But he shall never be possessed by you. 

[Draws her dagger, and runs towards her.] 

Cort. Hold, hold, ah barbarous woman! Fly, oh fly! 

Cyd. Ah pity, pity! Is no succor nigh? 

Cort. Run, run behind me, there you may be sure, 

While I have life, I will your life secure. 

[Cydaria gets behind him.] 

Alm. On him or thee, light vengeance any where— 

[She stabs and hurts him.] 

What have I done? I see his blood appear! 

Cyd. It streams, it streams from every vital part, 

Was there no way but this to find his heart? 

Alm. Ah, cursed woman, what was my design? 

This weapon’s point shall mix that blood with mine! 

[Goes to stab herself and, being within his reach,  

he snatches the dagger.] 

Cort. Now neither life nor death are in your power. 

Alm. Then sullenly I’ll wait my fatal hour. 

 

[Enter Vasquez and Pizarro, with drawn swords.] 

 

Vasq. He lives, he lives! 
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Cort.    Unfetter me with speed. 

Vasquez, I see you troubled that I bleed, 

But ’tis not deep, our army I can head. 

Vasq. You to a certain victory are led, 

Your men, all armed, stand silently within, 

I with your freedom did the work begin. 

Piz. What friends we have, and how we came212 so strong, 

We’ll softly tell you as we march along. 

Cort. [To Cydaria.] In this safe place let me secure your fear, 

No clashing swords, no noise can enter here. 

Amidst our arms as quiet you shall be, 

As halcyons213 brooding on a winter sea. 

Cyd. Leave me not here alone and full of fright, 

Amidst the terrors of a dreadful night. 

You judge, alas, my courage by your own, 

I never durst in darkness be alone. 

I beg, I throw me humbly at your feet. 

Cort. You must not go where you may dangers meet. 

Th’ unruly sword will no distinction make, 

And beauty will not there give wounds,214 but take. 

Alm. Then stay and take me with you; though to be 

A slave to wait upon your victory. 

My heart unmoved can noise and horror bear, 

Parting from you is all the death I fear. 

Cort. Almeria, ’tis enough I leave you free, 

You neither must stay here, nor go with me. 

Alm. Then take my life, that will my rest restore, 

 
212 How we came how we came to be. 

213 Halcyons mythical birds said by ancient writers to breed in a nest 

floating on the sea at the winter solstice, charming the wind and 

waves into calm. 

214 Beauty will not there give wounds you will not inflict wounds of 

love, but be exposed to physical ones. 
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’Tis all I ask for saving yours before. 

Cort. That were a barbarous return of love. 

Alm. Yet, leaving it, you more inhuman prove. 

In both extremes I some relief should find. 

Oh, either hate me more, or be more kind! 

Cort. [To Cydaria.]  

Life of my soul, do not my absence mourn 

But cheer your heart in hopes of my return. 

Your noble father’s life shall be my care 

And both your brothers I’m obliged to spare. 

Cyd. Fate makes you deaf, while I in vain implore, 

My heart forebodes, I ne’er shall see you more. 

I have but one request: when I am dead, 

Let not my rival to your love succeed. 

Cort. Fate will be kinder than your fears foretell. 

Farewell, my dear. 

Cyd.   A long and last farewell. 

So eager to employ the cruel sword? 

Can you not one, not one last look afford? 

Cort. I melt to womanish tears, and if I stay 

I find my love my courage will betray. 

Yon tower will keep you safe, but be so kind 

To your own life, that none may entrance find. [He leads her.] 

Cyd. Then lead me there.  

For this one minute of your company, 

I go, methinks, with some content to die. 

[Exeunt Cortez, Vasquez, Pizarro, Cydaria.] 

Alm. [Sola.] Farewell, O too much loved, since loved in vain. 

What dismal fortune does for me remain! 

Night and despair my fatal footsteps guide 

That chance may give the death which he denied. [Exit.] 

 

[Cortez, Vasquez, Pizarro, and Spaniards return again.] 
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Cort. [To Pizarro.] All I hold dear I trust to your defense, 

Guard her, and on your life, remove not hence. 

[Exeunt Cortez and Vasquez.] 

Piz. I’ll venture that— 

The gods are good; I’ll leave her to their care, 

Steal from my post, and in the plunder share. [Exit.] 
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Act Five 
 

Scene I. 

 
[A chamber royal, an Indian hammock discovered in it.]  

 

[Enter Odmar with soldiers,  

Guyomar, Alibech bound.] 

 

Odm. Fate is more just than you to my desert, 

And in this act you blame, heaven takes my part. 

Guy. Can there be gods, and no revenge provide? 

Odm. The gods are ever of the conquering side. 

She’s now my queen; the Spaniards have agreed, 

I to my father’s empire shall succeed. 

Alib. How much I crowns contemn,215 I let thee see, 

Choosing the younger and refusing thee. 

Guy. Were she ambitious, she’d disdain to own 

The pageant pomp of such a servile throne, 

A throne, which thou by parricide216 dost gain, 

And by a base submission must retain. 

Alib. I loved thee not before but, Odmar, know 

That now I hate thee and despise thee too. 

Odm. With too much violence you crimes pursue, 

Which if I acted, ’twas for love of you. 

This, if it teach not love, may teach you fear. 

I brought not sin so far, to stop it here. 

Death in a lover’s mouth would sound but ill, 

But know, I either must enjoy, or kill. 

Alib. Bestow, base man, thy idle threats elsewhere, 

 
215 Contemn despise, scorn. 

216 parricide figuratively, by helping his country’s enemies. 
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My mother’s daughter knows not how to fear. 

Since, Guyomar, I must not be thy bride, 

Death shall enjoy what is to thee denied. 

Odm. [Offers to stab.] Then take thy wish— 

Guy. [Stops his hand.]  Hold, Odmar, hold, 

My right in Alibech I will resign 

Rather than see her die, I‘ll see her thine. 

Alib. In vain thou wouldst resign, for I will be 

Even when thou leav’st me, constant still to thee. 

That shall not save my life.217 Wilt thou appear 

Fearful for her, who for herself wants fear? 

Odm. [Aside.] Her love to him shows me a surer way, 

I by her love her virtue must betray. 

[To her.] Since, Alibech, you are so true a wife, 

’Tis in your power to save your husband’s life. 

The gods, by me, your love and virtue try, 

For both will suffer, if you let him die. 

Alib. I never can believe you will proceed 

To such a black and execrable deed. 

Odm. I only threatened you, but could not prove 

So much a fool, to murder what I love, 

But in his death I some advantage see, 

Worse than it is218 I’m sure it cannot be. 

[Holds his sword to his breast.] 

If you consent, you with that gentle breath 

Preserve his life; if not, behold his death. 

Alib. What shall I do? 

Guy.    What, are your thoughts at strife 

About a ransom to preserve my life? 

Though to save yours I did my interest give, 

 
217 That shall not save my life your renouncing me will not save my 

life. 

218 Worse than it is I have nothing to lose by doing this. 
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Think not, when you were his, I meant to live. 

Alib. [To Odmar.] O let him be preserved by any way, 

But name not219 the foul price which I must pay. 

Odm. You would, and would not—I’ll no longer stay. 

[Offers again to kill him.] 

Alib. I yield, I yield, but yet, ere I am ill, 

An innocent desire I would fulfil. 

With Guyomar I one chaste kiss would leave, 

The first and last he ever can receive. 

Odm. Have what you ask. That minute you agree 

To my desires, your husband shall be free. 

[They unbind her, she goes to her husband.] 

Guy. [He turns from her.]  

No, Alibech, we never must embrace. 

Your guilty kindness why do you misplace? 

’Tis meant to him, he is your private choice, 

I was made yours but by the public voice. 

And now you leave me with a poor pretense 

That your ill act is for my life’s defense. 

Alib. Since there remains no other means to try, 

Think I am false; I cannot see you die. 

Guy. To give for me both life and honor too, 

Is more, perhaps, than I could give for you. 

You have done much to cure my jealousy, 

But cannot perfect it unless both die! 

For since both cannot live, who stays behind 

Must be thought fearful, or, what’s worse, unkind. 

Alib. I never could propose220 that death you choose, 

But am, like you, too jealous to refuse. 

[Embracing him.] Together dying, we together show 

 
219 But name not but do not even propose (I will not accept it). 

220 I never could propose I would never have suggest for you. 
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That both did pay that faith, which both did owe. 

Odm. It then remains I act my own design, 

Have you your wills, but I will first have mine. 

Assist me, soldiers—[They go to bind her. She cries out.] 

 

[Enter Vasquez, two Spaniards.] 

 

Vasq. Hold, Odmar, hold! I come in happy time 

To hinder my misfortune, and your crime. 

Odm. You ill return the kindness I have shown. 

Vasq. Indian, I say, desist. 

Odm.    Spaniard, be gone. 

Vasq. This lady I did for myself design. 

Dare you attempt her honor, who is mine? 

Odm. You’re much mistaken; this is she, whom I 

Did with my father’s loss, and country’s buy, 

She, whom your promise did to me convey, 

When all things else were made your common prey. 

Vasq. That promise made excepted one for me, 

One whom I still reserved, and this is she. 

Odm. This is not she, you cannot be so base. 

Vasq. I love too deeply to mistake the face. 

The vanquished must receive the victor’s laws. 

Odm. If I am vanquished, I myself am cause. 

Vasq. Then thank yourself for what you undergo. 

Odm. Thus lawless might does justice overthrow. 

Vasq. Traitors like you should never justice name. 

Odm. You owe your triumphs to that traitor’s shame; 

But to your general I’ll my right refer. 

Vasq. He never will protect a ravisher. 

His generous heart will soon decide our strife, 

He to your brother will restore his wife. 

It rests we two our claim in combat try, 
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And that with this fair prize the victor fly. 

Odm. Make haste, 

I cannot suffer to be long perplexed,221 

Conquest is my first wish, and death my next. 

[They fight, the Spaniards and Indians fight.] 

Alib. [Unbinds her husband.] 

The gods the wicked by themselves o’erthrow. 

All fight against us now, and for us too! 

[The two Spaniards and three Indians kill each other,  

Vasquez kills Odmar, Guyomar runs to his brother’s sword.] 

Vasq. [To Alibech.]  

Now you are mine; my greatest foe is slain. 

Guy. A greater still to vanquish does remain. 

Vasq. Another yet! 

The wounds I make but sow new enemies, 

Which from their blood, like earth-born brethren,222 rise. 

Guy. Spaniard, take breath. Some respite I’ll afford, 

My cause is more advantage than your sword. 

Vasq. Thou art so brave, could it with honor be, 

I’d seek thy friendship more than victory. 

Guy. Friendship with him, whose hand did Odmar kill! 

Base as he was, he was my brother still, 

And since his blood has washed away his guilt. 

Nature asks thine for that which thou hast spilt. 

[They fight a little and breathe,  

Alibech takes up a sword and comes on.] 

Alib. My weakness may help something in the strife. 

Guy. [Staying her.] Kill not my honor to preserve my life; 

Rather than by thy aid I’ll conquest gain, 

 
221 perplexed in doubt as to the outcome. 

222 earth-born brethren allusion to the warriors who sprang from the 

earth when Cadmus, founder of Thebes, sowed the teeth of a dragon 

he had slain.  
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Without defense I poorly223 will be slain. 

[She goes back, they fight again, Vasquez falls.] 

Guy. Now, Spaniard, beg thy life, and thou shalt live. 

Vasq. ’Twere vain to ask thee what thou canst not give, 

My breath goes out, and I am now no more, 

Yet her, I loved, in death I will adore. [Dies.] 

Guy. Come, Alibech, let us from hence remove. 

This is a night of horror, not of love. 

From every part I hear a dreadful noise, 

The vanquished crying and the victor’s joys. 

I’ll to my father’s aid and country’s fly, 

And succor both, or in their ruin die. [Exeunt.] 

Scene II. 

[A Prison. Montezuma, Indian High Priest bound, Pizarro, 

Spaniards with swords drawn, a Christian Priest.] 

 

Piz. Thou hast not yet discovered all thy store. 

Mont. I neither can nor will discover more. 

The gods will punish you, if they be just, 

The gods will plague your sacrilegious lust. 

Chr. Priest. Mark how this impious heathen justifies 

His own false gods and our true God denies, 

How wickedly he has refused his wealth 

And hid his gold, from Christian hands, by stealth. 

Down with him, kill him, merit heaven thereby. 

Ind. High Pr. Can heaven be author of such cruelty? 

Piz. Since neither threats nor kindness will prevail, 

We must by other means your minds assail. 

Fasten the engines,224 stretch ’em at their length, 

 
223 poorly  wretchedly. 
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And pull the straitened cords with all your strength. 

[They fasten them to the rack, and then pull them.] 

Mont. The gods, who made me once a king, shall know 

I still am worthy to continue so. 

Though now the subject of your tyranny, 

I’ll plague you worse than you can punish me. 

Know I have gold which you shall never find, 

No pains, no tortures, shall unlock my mind. 

Chr. Pr. Pull harder yet, he does not feel the rack. 

Mont. Pull ’till my veins break,225 and my sinews crack. 

Ind. High Pr. When will you end your barbarous cruelty? 

I beg not to escape, I beg to die. 

Mont. Shame on thy priesthood, that such prayers can bring: 

Is it not brave, to suffer with thy king? 

When monarchs suffer, gods themselves bear part, 

Then well may’st thou who but my vassal art. 

I charge thee, dare not groan, nor show one sign 

Thou at thy torments dost the least repine. 

Ind. High Pr.  

You took an oath, when you received the crown, 

The heavens should pour their usual blessings down, 

The sun should shine, the earth its fruits produce 

And nought be wanting to your subjects’ use, 

Yet we with famine were oppressed, and now 

Must to the yoke of cruel masters bow. 

Mont. If those above, who made the world, could be 

Forgetful of it, why then blam’st thou me? 

Chr. Pr. Those pains, O prince, thou suffer’st now, are light 

Compared to those which, when thy soul takes flight, 

Immortal, endless, thou must then endure, 

 
224 engines (torture) devices. 

225 break rupture. 
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Which death begins and time can never cure. 

Mont. Thou art deceived; for whensoe’er I die, 

The Sun, my father, bears my soul on high, 

He lets me down a beam, and mounted there, 

He draws it back, and pulls me through the air. 

I in the eastern parts and rising sky, 

You in heaven’s downfall and the west must lie. 

Chr. Pr. Fond man, by heathen ignorance misled, 

Thy soul destroying when thy body’s dead. 

Change yet thy faith, and buy eternal rest. 

Ind. High Pr. Die in your own, for our belief is best. 

Mont. In seeking happiness you both agree, 

But in the search the paths so different be 

That all religions with each other fight 

While only one can lead us in the right. 

But till that one hath some more certain mark, 

Poor human kind must wander in the dark 

And suffer pain eternally below 

For that which here we cannot come to know. 

Chr. Pr. That which we worship, and which you believe, 

From nature’s common hand we both receive. 

All, under various names, adore and love 

One power immense, which ever rules above. 

Vice to abhor, and virtue to pursue, 

Is both believed and taught by us and you, 

But here our worship takes another way— 

Mont. Where both agree, ’tis there most safe to stay, 

For what’s more vain than public light to shun, 

And set up tapers, while we see the sun? 

Chr. Pr. Though nature teaches whom we should adore, 

By heavenly beams we still discover more. 

Mont. Or this must be enough, or to mankind 

One equal way to bliss is not designed, 
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For though some more may know, and some know less, 

Yet all must know enough for happiness. 

Chr. Pr. If in this middle way you still pretend 

To stay, your journey never will have end. 

Mont. Howe’er, ’tis better in the midst to stay, 

Than wander farther in uncertain way. 

Chr. Pr. But we by martyrdom our faith avow. 

Mont. You do no more than I for ours do now. 

To prove religion true— 

If either wit or sufferings would suffice, 

All faiths afford the constant and the wise,226 

And yet even they, by education swayed, 

In age defend what infancy obeyed. 

Chr. Pr. Since age by erring childhood is misled, 

Refer yourself to our unerring head. 

Mont. Man, and not err! What reason can you give? 

Chr. Pr. Renounce that carnal reason, and believe. 

Mont. The light of nature should I thus betray, 

’Twere to wink hard, that I might see the day. 

Chr. Pr. Condemn not yet the way you do not know, 

I’ll make your reason judge what way to go. 

Mont. ’Tis much too late for me new ways to take, 

Who have but one short step of life to make. 

Piz. Increase their pains, the cords are yet too slack. 

Chr. Pr. I must by force convert him on the rack. 

Ind. High Pr. I faint away, and find I can no more, 

Give leave, O king, I may reveal thy store, 

And free myself from pains, I cannot bear. 

Mont. Think’st thou I lie on beds of roses here, 

Or in a wanton bath stretched at my ease? 

 
226 the constant and the wise examples of believers who showed 

constancy in suffering for their religion, and wise persons who 

showed insight in defending their beliefs.  
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Die, slave, and with thee die such thoughts as these. 

[High Priest turns aside, and dies.] 

  

[Enter Cortez attended by Spaniards, he speaks entering.] 

 

Cort. On pain of death, kill none but those who fight; 

I much repent me of this bloody night, 

Slaughter grows murder when it goes too far, 

And makes a massacre what was a war. 

Sheathe all your weapons, and in silence move, 

’Tis sacred here to beauty and to love. 

[Sees Montezuma.] Ha— 

What dismal sight is this, which takes from me 

All the delight that waits on victory?  

[Runs to take him off the rack.] 

Make haste. How now, religion, do you frown? 

Haste, holy avarice, and help him down. 

[Embracing Montezuma.] Ah, father, father, what do I endure 

To see these wounds my pity cannot cure! 

Mont. Am I so low that you should pity bring, 

And give an infant’s comfort to a king? 

Ask these, if I have once unmanly groaned 

Or aught have done deserving to be moaned. 

Cort. [To Pizarro.]  

Did I not charge, thou shouldst not stir from hence? 

But martial law shall punish thy offense. 

[To the Christian Priest.]  

And you—  

Who saucily teach monarchs to obey, 

And the wide world in narrow cloisters227 sway, 

Set up by kings as humble aids of power, 

 
227 in narrow cloisters from the sheltered ignorance of monastic life. 
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You, that which bred you, viper-like,228 devour, 

You enemies of crowns— 

Chr. Pr.   Come, let’s away, 

We but provoke his fury by our stay. 

Cort. If this go free, farewell that discipline, 

Which did in Spanish camps severely shine. 

Accursèd gold, ’tis thou hast caused these crimes, 

Thou turn’st our steel against thy parent climes! 

And into Spain wilt fatally be brought, 

Since with the price of blood thou here art bought. 

[Exeunt Priest and Pizarro.   

Cortez kneels by Montezuma, and weeps.] 

Cort. Can you forget those crimes they did commit? 

Mont. I’ll do what for my dignity is fit. 

Rise, sir, I’m satisfied the fault was theirs, 

Trust me, you make me weep to see your tears. 

Must I cheer you? 

Cort.   Ah heavens! 

Mont.    You’re much to blame, 

Your grief is cruel, for it shows my shame, 

Does my lost crown to my remembrance bring. 

But weep not you, and I’ll be still a king. 

You have forgot that I your death designed, 

To satisfy the proud Almeria’s mind; 

You, who preserved my life, I doomed to die. 

Cort. Your love did that, and not your cruelty. 

 

[Enter a Spaniard.] 

 

Span. Prince Guyomar the combat still maintains, 

 
228 viper-like refers to a belief, attested as far back as Pliny in the first 

century AD, that a viper’s young eat their way out of their mother’s 

belly to be born. 
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Our men retreat, and he their ground regains, 

But once encouraged by our general’s sight, 

We boldly should renew the doubtful fight. 

Cort. [To Montezuma.] 

Remove not hence, you shall not long attend, 

I’ll aid my soldiers, yet preserve my friend.  

[Exeunt Cortez, &c.] 

Mont. Excellent man!  

But I, by living, poorly take the way 

To injure goodness,229 which I cannot pay. 

 

[Enter Almeria.] 

 

Alm. Ruin and death run armed through every street, 

And yet that fate I seek, I cannot meet. 

What guards misfortunes are, and misery! 

Death, that strikes all, yet seems afraid of me. 

Mont. Almeria here! Oh turn away your face! 

Must you be witness too of my disgrace? 

Alm. I am not that Almeria whom you knew, 

But want that pity I denied to you. 

Your conqueror, alas, has vanquished me, 

But he refuses his own victory. 

While all are captives in your conquered state, 

I find a wretched freedom in his hate. 

Mont. Couldst thou thy love on one who scorned thee lose? 

He saw not with my eyes, who could refuse. 

Him, who could prove so much unkind to thee, 

I ne’er will suffer to be kind to me. 

Alm. I am content in death to share your fate 

 
229 poorly take the way to injure goodness now that my life has been 

spared, I am in the wretched position of insulting the goodness I 

have been shown, through my inability to repay it. 
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And die, for him I love, with him I hate. 

Mont. [Endeavoring to walk, not being able.] 

What shall I do in this perplexing strait? 

My tortured limbs refuse to bear my weight. 

I cannot go to death to set me free, 

Death must be kind, and come himself to me. 

Alm. [Musing.] I’ve thought upon’t. I have affairs below, 

Which I must needs dispatch before I go. 

[To him.] Sir, I have found a place where you may be,  

(Though not preserved) yet, like a king, die free. 

The general left your daughter in the tower, 

We may a while resist the Spaniards’ power, 

If Guyomar prevail. 

Mont.   Make haste and call, 

She’ll hear your voice, and answer from the wall. 

Alm. My voice she knows and fears, but use your own, 

And, to gain entrance, feign you are alone.  

[Almeria steps behind.] 

Mont. Cydaria! 

Alm.   Louder. 

Mont.   Daughter! 

Alm.     Louder yet. 

Mont. Thou canst not, sure, thy father’s voice forget. 

[He knocks at the door, at last Cydaria looks over the Zoty.230] 

Cyd. Since my love went, I have been frighted so, 

With dismal groans, and noises from below, 

I durst not send my eyes abroad, for fear 

Of seeing dangers, which I yet but hear. 

Mont. Cydaria! 

Cyd.   Sure, ’tis my father calls. 

Mont. Dear child, make haste, 

 
230 zoty from the Spanish azotea, the flat roof of a house. 
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All hope of succor, but from thee, is past. 

As when upon the sands the traveler 

Sees the high sea come rolling from afar, 

The land grow short, he mends his weary pace, 

While death behind him covers all the place, 

So I, by swift misfortunes, am pursued, 

Which on each other are, like waves, renewed. 

Cyd. Are you alone? 

Mont.   I am. 

Cyd.     I’ll straight descend, 

Heaven did you here for both our safeties send. 

[Cydaria descends and opens the door,  

Almeria rushes betwixt with Montezuma. Both thrust.] 

Cyd. Almeria here! Then I am lost again. 

Alm. Yield to my strength, you struggle but in vain. 

Make haste and shut, our enemies appear. 

 

[Cortez and Spaniards appear at the other end.] 

 

Cyd. Then do you enter, and let me stay here. 

[As she speaks, Almeria overpowers her,  

thrusts her in, and shuts.] 

Cort. Sure I both heard her voice and saw her face. 

She’s like a vision vanished from the place. 

Too late I find my absence was too long. 

My hopes grow sickly, and my fears grow strong. 

[He knocks a little, then Montezuma,  

Cydaria, and Almeria, appear above.] 

Alm. Look up, look up, and see if you can know 

Those, whom in vain you think to find below. 

Cyd. Look up, and see Cydaria’s lost estate. 

Mont. And cast one look on Montezuma’s fate. 

Cort. Speak not such dismal words as wound my ear, 
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Nor name death to me, when Cydaria’s there. 

Despair not, sir; who knows but conquering Spain 

May part of what you lost restore again? 

Mont. No, Spaniard. Know, he who to empire born, 

Lives to be less, deserves the victor’s scorn. 

Kings and their crowns have but one destiny; 

Power is their life, when that expires, they die. 

Cyd. What dreadful words are these! 

Mont.     Name life no more, 

’Tis now a torture worse than all I bore. 

I’ll not be bribed to suffer life, but die, 

In spite of your mistaken clemency. 

I was your slave, and I was used like one, 

The shame continues when the pain is gone. 

But I’m a king while this [His sword.] is in my hand, 

He wants no subjects, who can death command. 

You should have tied him up, t’ have conquered me, 

But he’s still mine, and thus he sets me free. [Stabs himself.] 

Cyd. Oh, my dear father! 

Cort.    Haste, break ope the door. 

Alm. When that is forced, there yet remain two more. 

[The Soldiers break open the first door, and go in.] 

We shall have time enough to take our way, 

Ere any can our fatal journey stay. 

Mont. Already mine is past. O powers divine, 

Take my last thanks, no longer I repine. 

I might have lived my own mishap to mourn, 

While some would pity me, but more would scorn! 

For pity only on fresh objects stays, 

But with the tedious sight of woes decays. 

Still less and less my boiling spirits flow, 

And I grow stiff, as cooling metals do. 

Farewell, Almeria. [Dies.] 
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Cyd.    He’s gone, he’s gone, 

And leaves poor me defenseless here alone. 

Alm. You shall not long be so: Prepare to die, 

That you may bear your father company. 

Cyd. O name not death to me! You fright me so, 

That with the fear I shall prevent231 the blow. 

I know, your mercy’s more than to destroy 

A thing so young, so innocent as I. 

Cort. Whence can proceed thy cruel thirst of blood? 

Ah, barbarous woman! Woman? That’s too good, 

Too mild for thee. There’s pity in that name, 

But thou hast lost thy pity with thy shame. 

Alm. Your cruel words have pierced me to the heart, 

[Going to kill her.] But on my rival I’ll revenge my smart. 

Cort. Oh stay your hand, and, to redeem my fault, 

I’ll speak the kindest words 

That tongue e’er uttered, or that heart e’er thought. 

Dear, lovely, sweet— 

Alm.    This but offends me more, 

You act your kindness on Cydaria’s score. 

Cyd. For his dear sake let me my life receive. 

Alm. Fool, for his sake alone you must not live. 

Revenge is now my joy. He’s not for me, 

And I’ll make sure he ne’er shall be for thee. 

Cyd. But what’s my crime? 

Alm.     ’Tis loving where I love. 

Cyd. Your own example does my act approve. 

Alm. ’Tis such a fault I never can forgive. 

Cyd. How can I mend, unless you let me live? 

I yet am tender, young, and full of fear, 

 
231 prevent anticipate, that is, I will die of fear before you can physically 

kill me. 
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And dare not die, but fain would tarry here. 

Cort. If blood you seek, I will my own resign. 

O spare her life, and in exchange take mine! 

Alm. The love you shew but hastes her death the more. 

Cort. I’ll run, and help to force the inner door. 

[Is going in haste.]  

Alm. Stay, Spaniard, stay, depart not from my eyes. 

That moment that I lose your sight, she dies. 

To look on you, I’ll grant a short reprieve. 

Cort. O make your gift more full, and let her live! 

I dare not go, and yet how dare I stay? 

Her I would save, I murder either way. 

Cyd. Can you be so hard-hearted to destroy 

My ripening hopes, that are so near to joy? 

I just approach to all I would possess, 

Death only stands ’twixt me and happiness. 

Alm. Your father, with his life, has lost his throne, 

Your country’s freedom and renown is gone. 

Honor requires your death, you must obey. 

Cyd. Do you die first, and show me then the way. 

Alm. Should you not follow, my revenge were lost. 

Cyd. Then rise again, and fright me with your ghost. 

Alm. I will not trust to that. Since death I choose, 

I’ll not leave you that life which I refuse. 

If death’s a pain, it is not less to me, 

And if ’tis nothing, ’tis no more to thee. 

But hark! The noise increases from behind, 

They’re near, and may prevent what I designed. 

Take there a rival’s gift. [Stabs her.] 

Cort. Perdition seize thee for so black a deed. 

Alm. Blame not an act, which did from love proceed. 

I’ll thus revenge thee with this fatal blow, [Stabs herself.] 

Stand fair, and let my heart-blood on thee flow. 
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[Cortez here goes in as to her.] 

Cyd. Stay, life, and keep me in the cheerful light! 

Death is too black, and dwells in too much night. 

Thou leav’st me, life, but love supplies thy part, 

And keeps me warm, by lingering in my heart. 

Yet dying for him, I thy claim remove, 

How dear it costs to conquer in my love! 

Now strike. That thought, I hope, will arm my breast. 

Alm. Ah, with what differing passions am I pressed! 

Cyd. Death, when far off, did terrible appear, 

But looks less dreadful as he comes more near. 

Alm. O rival, I have lost the power to kill, 

Strength hath forsook my arm, and rage my will. 

I must surmount that love which thou hast shown, 

Dying for him is due to me alone. 

Thy weakness shall not boast the victory, 

Now thou shalt live, and dead I’ll conquer thee. 

 

[Enter soldiers above.] 

 

Soldiers, assist me down. 

 

[Exeunt from above, led by Soldiers,  

and enter both led by Cortez.] 

 

Cort. [To Cydaria.] Is there no danger then?  

Cyd.      You need not fear  

My wound, I cannot die when you are near. 

Cort. [To Almeria.] You, for my sake, life to Cydaria give, 

And I could die for you, if you might live. 

Alm. Enough, I die content, now you are kind, 

Killed in my limbs, reviving in my mind. 

Come near, Cydaria, and forgive my crime. 
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[Cydaria starts back.] 

You need not fear my rage a second time. 

I’ll bathe your wounds in tears for my offense. 

That hand, which made it, makes this recompense. 

[Ready to join their hands. Shoves her back.] 

I would have joined you, but my heart’s too high. 

You will, too soon, possess him when I die. 

Cort. She faints, O softly set her down. 

Alm.      ’Tis past! 

In thy loved bosom let me breathe my last. 

Here, in this one short moment that I live, 

I have whate’er the longest life could give. [Dies.] 

Cort. Farewell, thou generous maid. Even victory, 

Glad as it is, must lend some tears to thee. 

[To Cydaria.] Many I dare not shed, lest you believe  

I joy in you less than for her I grieve. 

Cyd. But are you sure she’s dead? 

I must embrace you fast, before I know, 

Whether my life be yet secure, or no. 

Some other hour I will to tears allow, 

But, having you, can show no sorrow now. 

 

[Enter Guyomar and Alibech bound, with Soldiers.] 

 

Cort. Prince Guyomar in bonds! O friendship’s shame! 

It makes me blush to own a victor’s name. 

[Unbinds him, and Cydaria, Alibech.] 

Cyd. See, Alibech, Almeria lies there, 

But do not think ’twas I that murdered her. 

[Alibech kneels, and kisses her dead sister.] 

Cort. [To Guyomar.]  

Live, and enjoy more than your conqueror, 

Take all my love, and share in all my power. 
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Guy. Think me not proudly rude, if I forsake 

Those gifts I cannot with my honor take. 

I for my country fought, and would again, 

Had I yet left a country to maintain, 

But since the gods decreed it otherwise, 

I never will on its dear ruins rise. 

Alib. Of all your goodness leaves to our dispose, 

Our liberty’s the only gift we choose. 

Absence alone can make our sorrows less, 

And not to see what we can ne’er redress. 

Guy. Northward, beyond the mountains, we will go, 

Where rocks lie covered with eternal snow, 

Thin herbage in the plains and fruitless fields, 

The sand no gold, the mine no silver yields. 

There love and freedom we’ll in peace enjoy, 

No Spaniards will that colony destroy. 

We to ourselves will all our wishes grant, 

And, nothing coveting, can nothing want. 

Cort. First your great father’s funeral pomp provide, 

That done, in peace your generous exiles guide, 

While I loud thanks pay to the powers above, 

Thus doubly blessed, with conquest, and with love. [Exeunt.] 
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Epilogue  
by a  

Mercury. 
 

To all and singular in this full meeting, 

Ladies and gallants, Phoebus232 sends ye greeting. 

To all his sons, by whate’er title known, 

Whether of court, or coffee-house, or town, 

From233 his most mighty sons, whose confidence 

Is placed in lofty sound, and humble sense, 

Even to his little infants of the time, 

Who write new songs, and trust in tune and rhyme, 

Be’t known, that Phoebus (being daily grieved 

To see good plays condemned, and bad received) 

Ordains, your judgment upon every cause, 

Henceforth, be limited by wholesome laws. 

He first thinks fit no sonneteer234 advance 

His censure, farther than the song or dance. 

Your wit burlesque235 may one step higher climb, 

And in his sphere may judge all dogg’rel rhyme:236 

All proves, and moves, and loves, and honors too, 

All that appears high sense, and scarce is low.237  

 
232 Phoebus Mercury, god of communications, delivers the message, on 

behalf of Phoebus Apollo, god of art and poetry. 

233 From (starting) from. Here begins a list of those whom Phoebus 

addresses. 

234 sonneteer untalented poet. 

235 wit burlesque comic writer. 

236 dogg’rel rhyme doggerel is properly comic or light verse. 

237 all proves and moves . . . scarce is low trials undergone (“proves”), 

stratagems (“moves”) and considerations regarding affection and 

reputation, which doggerel poets present in humorously elevated 

language. 
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As for the coffee-wits,238 he says not much, 

Their proper business is to damn the Dutch,239 

For the great dons240 of wit 

Phoebus gives them full privilege alone, 

To damn all others, and cry up their own. 

Last, for the ladies, ’tis Apollo’s will, 

They should have power to save, but not to kill, 

For Love and he241 long since have thought it fit, 

Wit live by beauty, beauty reign by wit. 

 

 

 
238 coffee-wits those who enjoy discussing politics and deploying bons-

mots in coffee houses. 

239 damn the Dutch this play appeared in 1665, in the escalating 

hostilities leading up to England’s war with Holland which would be 

the main theme of Dryden’s 1666 Annus Mirabilis. 

240 dons professors, experts. 

241 Love and he Venus and Apollo. 
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